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IKTROIUCTION 
Undoub^ dly on© of the outstanding eheoaicftl dewlopEaente of %>rl<l 
War II has been the rise of the synthetic rubber indaetry in the United 
States from praetically a "test tube" state in 19S9 to an industry with 
the capacity to supply nearly 1,000,000 tons of -sdtally needed rubber 
each year, Hie growth of synthetic rubber has been aceospanied, chron-
©lo^ ieally spealting, by important changes in t«ro chemical industries, 
both of -^ jhich supply raw materials for the production of synthetic 
rubber, ?he industries in question are the alcohol industry, -aiiich 
now supplies butadiene sufficient for SSO.OOO tons of synthetic rubber 
yearly, and the petrolem industry -whieh is scheduled to produce buta­
diene sufficient for 600,000 tons of synthetic rubber yearly. 
In tlw past few years, the alcohol industry has undergo^  as expan­
sion from a yearly capacity of 100,000,000 gallons to a yearly capacity 
of 650,000,000 gallons, the increase being due only in part to the de-
sjands placed upon the in^ stry for alcohol as a source of butadiene for 
rubber* During the same period, the petroleuja resources of the country 
haw been so seriously depleted by tite increased demand for aviation gas­
oline and butadiene that today plans are being formulated for the pro­
duction of gasoline from oil shale and from the hydrogenation of coal* 
The above facts indicate tliat alcohol will find relatively greater us© 
in th« field of synthstie rubber, as the nation's oil reserTee sink 
lower and lower* 
However, the true iaportanoe of the areeent changes in the aleohoX 
and petroleiiai industries is laore fundainental than the previous para* 
graphs have indicated* The developments have served to demonstrate a 
trend away froa petroleum and toward farm crops as a source of organic 
chemieals* As a means of conserving oil, an important raw material which 
is an irreplaceable natural resource, it is now rery probable t^t fazm 
products will be utilised i^re and more as raw materials wherever pes* 
Bible, thus vindicating the judgment of many chemists who have long ad* 
vocated this very thing# 
The diversity of organic chemicals derived from petroleum is as* 
touading* there is little question that mai^, probably a mjority, of 
ths cimpounds now obtained from petroleum as a raw mterial will contime 
to be derived therefrom* However, there is every reason to believe that 
syntheses utilising iflam products as raw materials will receive favomble 
consideration now and in the future* 
fhe purpose of the work upon irixioh this thesis is based ims to in* 
vestigate the possibility of expanding the use of clmsioals derived tram 
agricultural crops in the field of synthetic elastomers* The stu^ in* 
volved the production of monoaiers from chemicals obtained from farm crops 
through the intermediate etep of fersnntation* Attention was given not 
only to butadiene, but also to coa^unds needed for copolymers and to 
other compounds which could be utilised in the elastomer industry* The 
study iraie confined to fermentation products other than etlqrl alcohol, the 
use of iidiieh has been so thoroughly studied and demozutrated in reenat 
yeaiTS. Attsation wis devoted principally to 2,5-butylene glycol, i^ oh 
has received less attention than etl*yl alcoiwl, but i^ ieh offers distinct 
prooia©, since it is a readily producible feraeatation product# 
HISTORICAL 
Butadieno and Isoaiors 
fhe field of synthetic ©lastoaiers is not a new field of study. Its 
Buddon surge into promineno© has suggested to mar^  that only recently 
haTe the pfoblesas of synthetic elastoiaers been considered and solved. 
Actually, laor® than sixty years ago, a synthetic rubber had been prepared 
from a material other than natural rubber by Tildsn (1882), and Pulmer 
(194S) pointed cut in his survey of the literature on synthetic rubber 
that "practically all the basic information was knotm by ISIS." A great 
deal of this basic information was gained by the utilisation of fermenta­
tion products as starting mterials for the production of aonomers# 
fhe earliest attempts at producing synthetic injbber involved the 
polymerization of isoprene, sines it had been determizMd by l^ illiiais 
(1860) that isoprene was the "building block** of natural rubber. The 
production of isoprene ms limited by the raw material, turpentine, which 
was not amilable in large quantity, isesearch was conducted in two di­
rections! first to find new sources of isoprene and secondly to polymer­
ia® materials other then isoprene* Both lines of research wera successful 
but the second proved far aore fruitful. It is worthy of mention, however 
«iat o:^  of the sew soureos of isopreise in those oarly days of sxperl-
aentatioa was fusel oil, a product of fementatlonj Perkin (1912)• 
Ihe polymerisation of homologs of isoprena proved to be of greatest 
industrial interest. Sot only wore the products superior to those pro­
duced fro® isoprene, but the raw materials for production of the moneaers 
sere ^ re readily amilable# 
"She first synthetic rubber to be produced on a cojiraercial scale ms 
methyl rubber used by the GersaRns in World Ifer X* Methyl rubber was a 
polymer of 2,S-dimsthylbxitadione-l,S and was prepared from acetone throi^ li 
plnacol by Couturier (10S2). Since the acetone ms a product of fermen­
tation, one can safely state that the first oo.-aaiercial synthetic rubber 
wployed a fementatlon product as a starting amterlal. 
Eowewr, methyl rubber was not very satisfactory, and butadiene-l^ S 
cam into prominence. Bjjtadiene was first prepared by Ca-^ entou (1862) 
by passing «h^ 1 alcohol through red hot tubes and It was first polyaerlsed 
to rubber by I^ ebedeff (1910)» It ms Imedlately recognised by Harries 
(iSll) that butadiene rubber was superior to that prepared fraa isoprene, 
and til® attention of aost chemists Interested in synthetic rubber was 
shifted to butadiene. Again fermentation products pro-red to be satisfac­
tory starting laaterials. 
I^ rkln (1912) described methods for preparing butadieiw from either 
butyl alcohol or ethjd alcohol, both of which were produced by fementa­
tlon. The synthesis from ethyl alcohol Inwl-ved the foriaatlon of acet-
aldehyde, condensation of the aoeteldehyde to acetaldol, reduction of the 
acetaldol to l,S-bubylene glycol, and dehydration of the glycol to l,S-» 
butadiene. Equations indicating the steps Involired followi 
-H? +H2 -HgO 
ZCHgCHgQB-^ CHgCiiO K;HgC10KCfi2CS>--^ llgCE0HCHgCH20R---^ E2«CH-GK-GH2 
This proeess is receiTing eonsiderebl© attention today, althotigh the start­
ing mteriel is now acetylene ratlier than alcohol} Gaiama and Inouya (1942 
and 194S), 
OstraHisBlQSskl and Kelbasinski (1916) devoloped a method for pre­
paring butadiene by ^ ssing a mixture of aoetaldehyde and ethyl alcohol 
OTsr catalysts, and Lebedeff (1928) developed the important process which 
bears his nme, a process whieh consists of passii^  alcohol Tspor over a 
mixed dehydration-dehydrogeaation catalyst, l^e Lebedeff process laade syn­
thetic rubber feasible, and it «as generally used tliro«ghout coatineatal 
Europe. Aided by th® experience gaimd from years of research in Russia, 
Pbland, etc., this country today is using tiie Lebedeff process, or mr-
iatioas thereof, to produee about 330,000 tons of synthetic rubber yearly 
from ©thyl alcfohol, much of which is produced by f®mentation* 
Butadiene has also been prepared fr^  2,3-butylene glycol, a eheis-
ical produced in excellent yield bj' feraentatioB. Best results have been 
obtained by i^ at might be tensed an indirect dehydration of th® glycol. 
This procedure inwlires esterification of the glycol with a carboxyli© 
aeid, usually acetic, and subsequent pyrolysis of the diester at a tejop-
ewtture of §80° G»j Hill and Isaacs (1938 and 1941) and Deni^ lle (1059)« 
Investigators at the Sortliem Regional Research Laboratory at Peoria have 
conducted extensive research on the pyrolysis of the diacetate of 
2,3-butylena glycol and have dmonstrated on the pilot plant scale that 
high yields of butadiene can b© attained by this process, 
A nuHiber of other esters of 2,5-butylane glycol can be {^ rrolysed to 
butaciieae. Kostenmya (19S8) prejaired butadiene frosi tiie jtanthat© of 
2,S-butyl®3S8 glycol by heatiag ths xanthate to 2S0°'-240® C. the neutral 
sulfite of glycol also yields about 3-10 p«r cent butadien® at 575® C., 
according to DealTelle (193S). the etmilarity betwaoa the neutral sul­
fite and th6 inner carbonate suggests that the carbonate might also be 
pyrolygsd to butadisae. HowsTsr, no rocord of tho pyrolysis of the car-
boiffiite has bosa unearthed and no data on the compound itself were found. 
The classic paper of Ritchie (1S?5} dealing with the conversion of dif­
ficultly dehydrated alcohols to unsaturated hydrocarbon derimtitres states 
that elkj'-l carbonates can be pyrolyted to unsaturated hydrocarbons by 
bating to 6000- 600® C» 
In addition to esters, ethers haw been pyrolyzed to unsaturated 
hydit3carbons, Desaturation of methoxy compounds has roeeived consider­
able attention and Horris, ¥©rbane, and Eennion (1938) ha?e reported a 
series of unsaturated cos^ unds produced by the desaturation of 1,3,S-
trisethojQrbutane at temperatureg of S00®-S20® C. 2,S-Butylene glycol 
lends itself readily to the formation of jaethoxy costpoimds according to 
Chappell (1935), but the preparation of butadiene from mathoay compounds 
has not been reported, 
Hi© direct ^ hydration of 2,5-butylene glycol to butadiene has of­
fered considerable difficulty. Various investigators have reported that 
attmpts to prepare butadiene froc! the glycol yield meti^ l ethyl ketone? 
Backer (1SS6), and Taira (l&£7), Akabori (1938), Denivelle (19S9), Bou-
veault and Locquin (1906), and Tiffeneau, Le-^ y and «eill (19S1)» ITapub-
lished reports from the fertliern F^ gional Iseseareh ILsboratory and fro© a 
HUfflber of industrial concerns confiria the reported difficulty. Ipatisff 
(1936) has stated that glycols upon dshydration yield carboi^ yl eompounds 
rather tban unsaturatad hydrocarbons and attributed tliis effect to the 
fom&tioB of an gpoxy eofflpound, follo'WBd by isomariaation to carbonyl 
©oapoimds, 
Sa&ll aiaotmts of butadiene from direct dehydration of 2,3-butyl0iw 
glycol have baes reported in priTOte communications from various industrial 
eoaeems and from tJie Sbrthem Begional Sesearch Laborato?y» Chappell 
(1035) reported t!^  production of butadiene from 2,3-butylei» glycol by 
droppiaag the glycol into sulfuric acid-pumice mixtures at 176® C, In gen­
eral, however, quantitatiira deterjainations of butadiene have nover indi­
cated that high yields of butadiene could be produced frmi 2,S-butylen© 
glycol by direct dehydration. 
Since the m>rk reported in this thesis was confined to the utiliia-
tioii of fementation produote, no att«apt -will be mde to re-riew the large 
amount of literature reporting:; the produeticn of butadiene from other raw 
saterials, such as petrolem. An excellent survey of the methods of pre­
paring butadiene has been aade by Sgloff and Hulla (1342), and the reader 
is referred to that article for coasplete lists and references to sjethods 
of preparation* 
Methyl Vii^ grl Ketone 
One of the great contributions to synthetic rubber has been the de-
•^ lo^ sent of oopolyaarization* CopolysaQriaation has made possible the 
production of synthetic rubbers with more desirable osechanioal properties 
and has increased the TOrsatility of synthetic rubbers* ferk (1942) at­
- 8 « 
tributed the differences betWBsn eopolpisrs to changes in the int©xm>l»e-
ular forees and incapability of tho individwl chains to fit into cryslaiX 
lattices. %ii.ous substances used in foming copoljraiers affeet the inter-
jBoleeul&r forces to varylB^  degrees and affect the ease with idiich the 
chains will fit together to form crystal-like lattices. 
Substances isdtich ar® used most extensively in prodtscing copolyi^ rs 
are styreae and aearylonitril©. Styrene is the aonoaer used with buta­
diene to produce Buna S or GRS rubber, and acrylonitril© is used for ti» 
Buna H rubbers. Other copolymers lave been investigated hoise-ver, and co-
polymsFs of methyl vinyl ketone and butadiene show great prc®is©. Rubber 
produced by the copolyaeristation of butadiene and methyl vinyl ketone has 
the highly desirable quality of excelleiat plasticity at extrmies of high 
and low temperaturea, in contrast to mny synthetic rabbers and also to 
natural rubber, which ha-re a tendency to becose brittle at lower tejaper-
atures. fhe use of aethyl vinyl ketone in oopolymeriiation reactions 
sdth butadiene was first practiced by I. G. Farbenindustrie, A.-Q. (19S2), 
although Bayer, F, and Co. (1920) had first shown the autopolyaeriaation 
of the ketone. 
In recent years the references to methyl vinyl ketone in scientifie 
literature have been vary nuaserous. The vast mjority of the literature 
on methyl vinyl ketone has been patent literature whidi describes uses» 
preparations, laethods of polyiaerination, and stabilisation of the coispound* 
It has been found that the compound is valuable not only as a monosier for 
rubber copolyBsers, but also as a synthetic resin int©mediate, yieldii^  
clear solids on autopolyaerization. The synthetic resin produced finds 
utilization for coatings, heat hardened products, ceaents for glass and 
other articles, and glue in water soluble fom. Methyl Tiayl ketoi® may 
be eendeased with fonaaldeJ^ d© to yield is^ ter soluble eondens&tion products 
«4iich are then converted to resins by addition of polycarbo^ iylic acids or 
ajshydrides, ohlorid^ s* ©stars, or fuaidee. 
One of the ©arly syiatheses of methyl vii^ 'l ketone in-polvod the eon-
dematioa of acetone with formldahyde, followed by dehydration of th® 
eoadensation product. 
-IpO 
ClgCOCEg • HGHO KJEgC0Cfi2CH2O3-~^ HgC0CH<H2 
fohl and Prill (1924) give definite directions for tiis preparation of tiiis 
eompoimd and tlieir u^thod and varifttions thereof have been exhousti-sely 
investigated. Later -arorkers woploying variations of the reaction ^ ployed 
by Wohl an4 IVill are ftrinberg and Bulygina {1940)» Morgan and Holmee 
(1932), Oeraaan (1936), and Ihite and Haward (194S)» Difficulty in coa« 
trolling the mode of condensation of the fomaldehyde with the acetone, 
as is emdenced by the isolation of such compounds as Ejeti^ len® butanolom 
by Gault and Gemann (1933) limits the yields of metl^ l ritxyl ketone pos-
sibla trm. this reaction# Although tl® starting materials are readily 
amilablo, the reaction has nevsr been shown to be practicable on an in­
dustrial scale* 
In recent years, a synthesis of i^ thyl vinyl ketone frois acetylene 
Ims come into proainence* The patent literature would indicate that roost 
of the methyl vinyl ketone being prepared toctoy is being made froa acet«» 
ylene* 1R\e first step in the synthesis is formation of vii^ l"*acetyleB« 
by use of the teied Rieuwland (1931) reaction. 
1) gCHafKJH C^HaC-CE-CHg 
10 -
fh© vinylaostyleae is then hy<iroly«i®<i to methyl viayl ketone using mer­
cury salts and sulfuric acid as catalysts* 
2) C®se-CH-CHg • HgO-^ ^^ HgCOCH-CEg 
ChurbaJsov aa4 Ryanteev (1940) claim 90 per cent yields on the hydrol3rai8 
step of the reaction and ths feasibility of the first step has been con-
vineingly demonstrated is tte deirelopaent of chloroprane which is based 
on the reaction (l) above. Continuous processes for tl® production of 
methyl vinyl ketone front aeeliylene have been devised, and there is every 
reason to believe that this coapound will become one of the more coasosn 
chsaicals* 
In addition to the above methods of synthesis, there are oti^ r mothods 
available which have been exploited less extensively# The first of these 
is the oxidation of atathylvinylcarbinol, 
Groll (1935) patented saethods for the production of unsattjrated ear-
bonyl eofflpoimds fro® unsaturated alcohols by catalytic dehydregeaatioa. 
He elaiaed 33 per cant yields on the catalytic dehydrogeimtioa of methyl-
vii^ learbinol to methyl vinyl ketone* Groll and deJong (19S6) investi­
gated the catslytic vapor phase oxidation of various tmsaturated alcohols, 
and considerably higher yields of unsaturated carbonyl cosspounds were 
claiiaad* Hie essential difference in the two mthods is the removal of 
hydrogen by coabination with oxygen in the ease of catalytic oxidation# 
It is ascessarj' to rsmo-m tJi© hydrogen by soaje laethod in order to prevent 
its reaction with the xmsaturated sisthyl vinyl ketone to yield methyl ethyl 
ketone* . Oxygen froa tte air accoinplishes this purpose wry effectively, 
but also introduces the possibility of complete conibustion of the molecule 
11 -
to carbon dioxide aad water. The recent deTolopaeat of unsaturated alcohol 
productioB through high tomperatura chlorination of xmeaturated hydroe&r-
boas follo«©d by hydrolysis^  a process described by Groll snd Heari» (1S39) 
and by Williass and Associates (194<3) probably will be a stiaalue to re­
search employiBg unsaturated alcohols as starting ssaterlals, and catalytic 
oxidation may well be one of the reactions iriiioh -will be thoroughly inves­
tigated# fhere is also a possibility that fermentation products iMiy be 
eoii'^ rted to uBsaturated alcohols* XTnpublished and uttconflrmed reports 
indicate rather high yields of methylvinylcarbinol froia 2,S«butyleiie jjly-
ool. Shese reports, if confirmed, will indicate that E,S»inityleae glycol 
may beeoiM a source of many unsaturated cheaicals. 
i^ tber synthesis of niethyl Tinyl ketone utilizes acetylmethylcar-
binol, a fermentation product, as a starting mterial. Direct dehydration 
of acetylaethylearbinol i-vould yield methyl vinyl ketone* Ilosever, the 
dehydration of an cf-keto alcohol is very difficult, and the direct de» 
hydration of scstylittethylcarbinol is reported in but a single patent is­
sued to H. ¥, deBsitaafsche Petroleum Maatschappij (1S39) in which it is 
stated tlmt 8odi^ s^)l bisulfate is the catalyst employed. Generally, how­
ever, indirect dehydi^ tion of acetyliaethylcarbinol is employed. Allen 
and Haury (1941) and Long (1941) patented methods for the production of 
®0thyl vinyl ketone by pyrolysis of the acetate of acetylmethylcarbinol. 
The pyrolysis is effected at 6000«5500 C, in tl» presence of an inert gas, 
such as nitrogen. It is of interest to note that the first synthesis of 
laethyl vinyl ketone studied extensively was based on a fermentation product, 
acetone, as a starting mterial and that the latest synthesis of methyl 
vinyl ketoi® is based on yet another, less studied fenaentation product. 
- 12 -
acetylmethylearbinol« 
Diacetyl 
Diacetyl as th® simplest of the "diketo" eoapounds is of interest in 
polyaerination reactions. Until recently, tl» conspoimd had not received 
s great deal of attention in the field of synthetic resins end rubber, 
b«t recant developments in the production of the coiiqjound suggest that it 
will become available in increasing quantities. With an increase in 
quantity will come an increase in research designed to find uses for the 
eoBipound, 
As a "^ keto" compound, diacetyl has a number of -^ -hydrogen Atoms 
idiich are available for condensation type reactions. For this particular 
type of reaction, it may be stated that diacetyl is polyf^ ctional in 
character. The advanteiges of the polyfunctional nature of diacetyl are 
enhanced by the fact that the atolecul® also has a system of conjugai»d 
linkages, Has conjugated systeis is characteristic of all the coismon co­
polymers in synthetic rubber. However, it should be pointed out tJat at 
least one of the double bonds in coBsmon chemicals used in copolyaers is 
a C«C double bond, whereas both the double bonds involved in the diacetyl 
conjugated system are C"0 double bonds, 
Ihe polyftinctional nature of diacetyl has been utilized by I, G, 
Farbenindustrie, A,-G, (1937) iidiich patented a method for the production 
of resins by condensing diacetyl with primary or secondary alkyl or aryl 
amines, Rie reaction product could be HKidified by treating with urea or 
phthalie anhydride, Ellis (19S6) suggested possible uses of diacetyl in 
- 13 
resins but there is no record of any experimental work whieh carried out 
his suggestions. 
Dlacetyl has been prepared to some extent by treating mati^ l ethyl 
tetoi® with a nitrite to form, an oxime i^ ich is decomposed to diacetyl 
by nitric acid. However, later syntheses se«a much more feeiaible. In 
particular, a method using vii^ lacetylene or methyl vinyl ketone as 
startii^  mterial is being thoroughly investigated. Garter (1939) pat­
ented aethods for the production of diacetyl froat methyl rinyl ketone, 
p^loying mercuric salts as oxidising agents. Eberhardt and Stadler (1941) 
conimrted methyl vinyl ketone to diacetyl in good yield by heating the 
reaction product of hypochlorous acid and methyl vinyl ketone with a min­
eral acid. Sberhardt and Lieseberg (1938) converted vinylacetylene to 
diacetyl using aercuric salts as hydration catalysts and also as oxidial­
ing agents. 
A second method of synthesis utilizes fermentation products as raw 
materials. DeSiao end McAllister (1936) patented methods for tte ox­
idation of ftcetyliaothylcarbinol to diacetyl using cuprie oxide end free 
oxygen, McAllister and deSimo (1936) claiiaad excellent yields for tlw 
conversion of 2,S-butylone glycol to diacetyl by vapor phase oxidation. 
Diacetyl oan also be made directly by fomentation. Kluyver and 
Seheffer (1933) iseire granted patents covering tho production of both 
diacetyl end acetylmethylcarbinol by the fermentation of a variety of 
carbohydrate aaterials. Tne feimentation is veiry similar to tho 2,3-
butylene glycol feraentation, but a higher rate of aeration of the mash 
is eaployed. 5Phe increased aeration maintains the feraientation product 
in a higher oxidised fona and prevents reduction of the product to 
- 14 -
2,S-outylQne glycol. There ia a distinct poseibility that diacetyl could 
b« produced coajmrcially by fermentation, either directly, or indirectly 
through catalytic oxidation of 2,3«»butylene glycol# 
Acrylates 
Bsters of acrylic acid have found extensiw use in recent years as 
the aionoraors for production of synthetic resins* Btie industrial develop-
ment has b®en due, in large part, to the ressarchea of Dr, Otto Bolaa. 
Cofflsiercial qviantities first becaa© available in 19Slj Anon, (1942). The 
resins are used extensively as adhesives in -which role their elasticity 
arid extensibility offer distinct advantages. 
The esters have been used to some extent in the field of synthetic 
rubber, although the nitrile has been used more extensively, I, G, Par-
benindustrie, A,-G, (1931) patented a method for the production of nibber-
like materials from the «aulsion polymerization of acrylat© esters, 
Ziegler (1938) has stated that aerylata esters may be used in fornix^  co-
polyiaera with butadiene in tlsa mulsion polyaierization process, although 
mixtures of the pure cJiesiicals alone yield Diels-Alder type reaction 
products. 
The ooianercial production of acrylatg esters today is based on 
ethylene as b starting aaterial. The ethylene, which may be derived from 
ethyl alcohol or frora petroleum, is converted to ethylene ehlorohydrin, 
thence to the cyaaohydrin by the reactions below, 
CH2-CHg + HOCl >CHgOH-.CH2Cl^ S2£^ jj^ OIICH2CH 
The cyanohydrin is converted to esters of acrylic acid by treating with 
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as alcohol and sulfuric aeii. 
CfigOiiCHgCM • ROH • HgSO^  sCHg-CHCQOE + HH^ HSO^  
A new process offers promise of attaising coEsasrcial inipoi*tfineo 
is th® conversion of esters of lactic acid to esters of acrylie aeid* 
Laetie acid is a readily producible fermentation piroduct aad is dorivad 
from a mriaty of carbohydrates. Molasses, isiioy, and corn sugar haw been 
used extensirely in "Utis country as mw isaterials* T}ie acid in turn is 
conrsrted readily to esters of lactic acid. 
Burns, Jones, and Kitchie (1935) demonstrated the feasibility of con-
•^ rarting lactates to acrylatss by pyrolysis of acetate esters of lactic 
acid esters. Methyl lactate -swas converted to aothyl ot-acetoxy propionate 
in excellent yields, and the TOthyl ac-acetoxy propionate was pyrolyzed to 
meti^ 'l aerylat® in 90 por cent yields. The reactions ars shoim in the 
follo^ ng aquatioBs. 
0 
CHgt^ BGOQCHg • (CHg{X5)gO >CHgCH(0CCHjj)C»0CH2 -»• CEgCOOH 
9 soo® 
CEgCE(0C-CHg)C00CH5~=^ H^g-CEC0QCHg + CHgCOOH 
The authors state that esters other than the acetates can be py-
rolygsd and sjention bengoates and carbonates specifically. This is 
another exmple of ti© indirect dehydration, of difficultly dehydrated 
alcohols by pyrolysis of an ester. 
Since the fundaaental work of Burns, Jones, ana Ritchie in 19S5, a 
great deal of «rork has been done on the utilization of lactic acid, es­
pecially by the staff of the Sastem Kegional Sesearch Laboratory. Smith, 
Fisher, latchford, and Fein (1942) studied the effect of -sarious contact 
materials, tmperature, and contact time upon the production of acrylate 
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esters and statad that a temperature of 500® C. with contact agents of 
quartz chip, strip aluxninum, or iron •would produce highest yields of methyl 
acrylate* Smith and Clabom {1939) stated timt methyl aery late could b® 
produced as cheaply from fernisntation lactic acid as fro® ©ti^ len© by the 
present ooisEsereial process* 
St©ara, Mftkowsr, and Sroggins (l94o) stressed the possibilities of 
lactic acid in synthatic resins, not only from the viewpoint of acrylate 
raw jaatsrial, but also in the fonjjation of glyptal modified resins. They 
suggest that lactic acid b© used to estsrify the oC-hydroxy groups ef glyc­
erol yield an ester, glycerol dilactate. Glycerol dilaotate is itself 
a co.'^ xjund havii^  three alcoholic OH groups capable of reacting with di­
basic acids to yield throe dimensional polymors. Fisher, Eehberg, and 
i^th (194S) discussed the pyrolysis of esters of acetoxy propionic acid 
and deaonstr«ted tiaat esters higher than the methyl ester v&ro not as 
satisfactory for pyrolytic reaction as the methyl esters# Pisher, Hatch-
fords ®^ s^ d &sith (1944) discussed tlie effect of various contact luftterials 
on yields of methyl acrylate from jsethyl lactate and deiaonstrated that 
catalytic tubes constructed of stainless steel would be suitable* Fein 
and Fisher (1944) studied the acetylatioa of alkyl lactates and claim 
practically <pantltative yields for the acetylation process. c«®®sr-
cial possibilities of the process are evidently great, and it no* seems 
likely that lactic acid of fementation mty become an important factor in 
the future production of acrylate esters. 
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MTERIALS AHD APPABATUS 
Materials 
1» Th® g,S-'butyl0ne glycol used In this investigation ms aade by 
tha fementatioa of gluieose by Aerobacter aerogenas* The f©rmestations 
tier© carried out by Mr. B, R. Kooi of these laboratoriea* In order to 
facilitats recovery of th© glycol from, the mshes, a cotmtsr-currenfc 
liquid-liquid extractor ms constructed, the details of ?diioh are dsseribod 
by &>lf©aba©h, lisoi, Fulmer, and Onderkoflar (194:4)» The glyeol had tlss 
folloisiiig physical constantsi b«p» 17B®-182° C. at 750 jam#, * 1.438, 
d^ l « 0,999. 
2» Th® aeetyljasthylearbinol utas prepared by th© fementation of 2,S-
butylene glycol by Acetobaeter suboxydanst as described by Fula®r, Under-
kiofler, and Banta (1943)« The material was supplied by Mr. Bant« and had 
the following physical propertieai b.p. 142°-1440 C., jal® « 1,4192, 
5» MsthylTiaylcarbinol ims purchased frcra Shell Chemioal Go, and 
possessed the following charaeteristicsi b.p, 960-97° C, at 745 naa,, 
n2| • 1,41^ , d2| - 0,8357, 
4, Methyl lactate ms purchased fitm EaslaBaii Kodak Co., and after 
redistillatioE boiled at 1410-143° C,, - 1,4118, 
5, Di&cetyl was bought from festassan Kodak Go, and fr<aa Forest Products 
Co, The Mterial was redistilled, and the fraction boilii^  froia 86"^  to 
87,S® C, at 7SO ais, was collected. This fraction had a density « o,980 
and n2| « l,S91o, 
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6» Alumim "ms bought from the Alutainua Ore Co., and vas classified 
m Aotitiated iluBina, Grade A, 8-14 mash. 
7» Silica gel was bought from tha DavideoR Co# One lot ms in im­
palpable powder foras, and the other was in granular form having a aesii 
sis0 of 6-16, 
8. Cojsaaon chemicals used throughout this iaTestigation ware of C,P, 
grade# 
Apparatus 
Catalgrsis ajpim^ rati^ . 
Tim apparatus used for the catalytic reactions is shown in Figure I* 
Staadard tapor joints were used for all cormeotioBS from the TOporieer 
flask S to the ice bath J in order to eliminate sources of eoatamimtion 
of the catalyst. 
A repwisetits a o<ffljpres8ed gas ^ linder equipped with a pressure re­
ducing val-re, Viarious gases were used, including Kg, COg, Hg, and air. 
B represents a wet test gas seter •aSiich was used to measure tiis TOI-
ujsse of gas passirsg into the vaporising flask E» 
C represents gas wash bottles which were used to purify the geses 
being introduesd into the vaporizer flask* The contests of the wash 
bottles mried '^ ith the different gases used* ®ien nitrogen was used, 
as in the majority of the runs, the wash bottles were filled with alka­
line pyrogallol to rmove oxygea. 
D represents a calciua chloride drying tower. 
E represents a vaporiser flask. This flask was imersed in a bath 
Figure I. Catalysis Apparatus 
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•atoich could b© heated to 25^ 5® C» The flask of 250 ml. toIui  ^ was equipped 
with a gae inlet tube^  which extended almost to th© bottoia of the flask, 
a side ara equipped with a lo/58 standard taper joint leading to the catal­
ysis tube, and a slightly elongated neck leadii^  to the drop rate regulator. 
In the vaporiser, the iwtterial was mporieed and mixed wiiii gas Tshich 
served to sureep the -saporiaed aaterial into the catalysis chaaaber# 
P, the drop rate regulator, consisted of a valve fro® a coK^ tressed 
gas tank# The regulator was attached jasans of rubber tubing to a 
reservoir containing the mterial to be introduced into the catalyst 
diaaiber. With -tiiis method of introduction of material and by saiataining 
a head of apprexiasately 45 cm. of liquid, excellent control of addition 
rate coeld b© aaiataiaed* 
S represents the fuarsaee through ^ diich the glass catalysis tube 
s^sed* fhe fum&ce was electrically heated and ms -eRill insulated* 
The portion imediately surrounding the catalysis tube was constructed 
fro® a brass tube to which were sealed three thenaocouples, on© at each 
end and one in the aiddle. The fumaee was 17-1/E Inehes long, 6 inches 
in diaaeter, and the brass iaabe surrounding the catalysis tube was 36 sm. 
inside diameter# 
The catalysis tube was constructed of f^ rex glass and ms equipped 
with standard taper joints at both top and bottom. The tube was 62 cm* 
long and 32 ssea, in dieraster. 
Tlie furnace isas calibrated by relating tim tfflaperature of the bed 
of the catalyst, measured by a thermometer, to the millivolt reading of 
the themocouplss placed in the brass tube surroimding the catalysis 
tube. The relationship was derived under simulated reaction conditions— 
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with gas flowing but without intjroduction of reaction mterial. After 
calibration, thermocouple readings alone were used to aeasure the t«Bp-
erature of the catalysis tube. 
H represents a transformer used to regulate tha voltage applied to 
the furBftce and thus to regulate the temperature of the furnace. 
J represents an ice bath, and K represents dry ice hatha used to 
insure marm cosplete condensation of reaction products. 
I^ rolysis apparatus. 
The i^ olysis apparatus was similar to the catalysis apparatus, with 
the exception that no •mporizer flask was used. Kte material ms dropped 
directly into the i^ rolysis tube froia the drop rate adjuster, the pyroly-
eis tube was constructed of ^ cor tubing. The pyrolysis fujmace was a 
Boskins electric funmce, type FD SOS. The furnace ms calibrated in 
tine saae jnanner as the catalysis furnace. 
Carbotmte apparatus. 
The carbonate of SjS-butylene glycol TOS produced by a counter-current 
liquid v&por reaction. The apparatus employed is showa in Figure II. 
A represents a cylinder of phosgene idiich was connected to a flow-
s»ter B. The gaseous phosgene was I3 d through the adapter B and passed 
up through the reaction tub®, where it caaie into contact witii liquid 
butylen© glycol. The butylene glycol was added dropwise, the drop rate 
being controlled by tiie drop rate adjuster F, and fell into tl» reaction 
tube which was packed with glass beads. The temperature of the reaction 
tube was regulated by the transformer £. The high boiling reaction pro-
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Figure II. Carbonate Production Apparatus 
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duct ms eollscted in flask C, while excess phosgem aM Itnsr boiling pro-
duets jassed into th® coadenaing syst®i. The flask S K»S A reoeiwr for 
laaterials boiling above rooa tesfferatur©. iSsre •wslatil® materials* ia-
eludiag excess phosgene were led through dry ice traps to liquefy jjhos-
g©M and theae© through wash bottles containing sodiiia l^ '^ droxide solu­
tion* Ajay prodacts not reacted nor condensed ware led from tl:» wash 
bottles into a hood and were reaoved from the laboratory. 
Butadiene amlysls apparatgs» 
Butadiene me analyzed by the laaleic anhydride asthod. the ap^ ra-
tus employed was essentially the sajae as that described by fropseh and 
Mattox (19S4), 
Pblarop.ra.rti agp&ratas^  
The polarographie mthod was used for the quantitatiTO analysis of 
iset^ l TiiQrl ketone and diacetyl* fhe instruaeat was mmaally manipu­
lated and ws similar to the instneaeirfc described by Lingane and Kolthoff 
(1930)» A 7 section of Heyro-rslsy tubing irais used as the droppii^  
electrode end this electrode was attached to a jaercury reservoir by a 
saetion of pressure tubing. By raising or lowering the reservoir, the 
pressure on the dropping electrode could be mried. The -sroltage ms 
measured against an external satuirated calomel electrode, and the current 
was calculated from the IR drop across a resistance of 7CKX> olms» T«ap-
erature mintainsd at 25® C« by means of a thensost&tically controlled 
heater fitted into a large de Khotinsky water bath, litrogen was used 
as the inert gas to flush ell oxygen frora the electrolysis -sressel, and 
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all amlysss unar© mde in an ataaosphere of nitrogen. 
mumm 
Catelyet Preparation 
The preparation of eatalysts for vapor phase work on a laboratory 
scale is complieated by the necessity of maintaining the catalyst in a 
fom which will permit passage of the •vapor. Obviously, a catalyst in 
powder fona or a catalyst which will produce a fine powder on heating is 
not suitable for laboratory work, although the interesting fluid cataljrat 
principle used in industry utilizes powders# The B^ tlwds described were 
designed to produce a catalyst in a fora through tihldh gas could easily 
be passed, 
"Baste* i^ thod with modifications. 
The method used most generally in this investigation was a method 
teraied the "paste" method. In this method, the laaterials to be incorpor­
ated into the catalyst were ball-milled to approxiuiately 100 mesh. 
co^ jonents of the catalyst were then weighed out and placed in a small 
hojaogenizing apparatus. The homogenising apparatus was merely a small 
ball aill, constructed from a wide aouth chemical reagent bottle of about 
500 ffil« capacity. The bottle was placed on a set of rubber stoppers 
Ti^ ich fitted on 2 glass rods, one of which was attached to a variable 
speed motor. The glass rods were supported from below by wood supports 
and were held in place by nails, but were free to revolw. The awtor 
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rsirolved th© rod attaehad to it, ajid the revolution of the rod caused the 
bottle to revolw* Small stoma in the bottle insured hoj^ eenization of 
the powders, 
fhe stones "were raaoired from, the catalyst mterlal and enough water 
ms added to form a heairy paste #iich was of such consistency that it 
could be added, but lost no water on aoldii^ , Bae amount of mter to be 
added for a given weight of catalyst varied with the isateriale making up 
the catalyst. However, variation in the araount of water added to a given 
catalyst had little effect upon the activity of the catalyst* 
The paste could be handled in several ways. Ordinarily the paste 
was spread on glass plates to a depth of about 3.5 am. The catalyst was 
then divided into squares of about 6-7 bs®,, and was allowsd to dry o-ror* 
night at about 60® C« At times it was necessary to evaporate some of the 
water before cutting the catalyst into squares, a fact which became ap­
parent iaB©diately upon attempting to form the squares, Rie catalyst, 
however, should be cut before cracks appear on the surface. 
The |»iste could also be handled by forcing it through a series of 
rather siaall holes of about 1 jnai, diameter. This procedure produces a 
series of long strands whioh can be cut to desired lengths. In general, 
the asthod previously described was fo\md more suitable from the view­
point of stability as the second process has th© serious disadvantage 
that the pressure required to force the paste through the holes may also 
force the water out of tha paste. 
Pill ^ chines for handlir^  catalyst pastes have been developed, but 
this laboratory was not equipped with one, 
fhe "paste" jajethod was adopted to insure a perfectly reproducible 
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oatalyst* EoymTBT^  not all mtsrials can be handled In this fashion* and 
i-t is difficult to generalize as to the possibilities of using the "past®" 
method for different eatalyets. Certain materials lend thwaselves readily 
to such use, and zinc oxide and calcium hydroxide are especially effective 
in produciijg sturdy catalysts in the •'paste" method# Aluaina and silica 
gel do not tend to fom strong, stable catalysts from past©, but addition 
of salts, such as prijsary sodiura phosphate to either alumina or silica, 
or mixtures of the two produces an exceedingly hardy catalyst. 
Modifications of the paste method were used to soa» extent. In the 
first of the jaodifications, a salt which would decoimpose upon heating was 
incorpomted into the paste. After the catalyst was dried, the salt was 
decQQposed by raising the temperature. In this fashion, ttie catalyst of 
sine oxide mixed with •ranadius pontoxide was prepared, the decomposable 
salt in this case being aasnonium aetavanadate. 
A second modification involved the incorporation of a reducible 
jsftterial, usually an oxide, into the paste. For example, pastes including 
zinc oxide and cupric oxide were prepared, and tlie cupric oxide was re­
duced to free copper by hydrogen at 350O C. Bastes incorporating tungstie 
oxide wera also prepared, and the ttingstic oxide was reduced to the blue 
oxide with hydrogen at 5S00 C, 
Beposition method with modifications. 
A second swthod of preparation of catalysts involired Hxe deposition 
of an active component on a carrier which was in granular form. Carriers 
used EK>8t extensively in this work wore silica gel, aluaina, and asbestos. 
In order to deposit the active ingredient several procedures were 
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adopted. If solabl®, the eoraponent *as diseolTed in water aad the so­
lution •was jjoured oaa the carrier. The -water ms thea ewporated from the 
mixture wMeh vms stirred continuously, and the activ^e Material was left 
oa the surface of the carrier. 
A seeond aethod of deposition isas the addition of a earrier to & 
moltea salt tdiich ms to act as the aetive iagredi^t. This a»thod was 
used for the catalyst composed of sine chloride on ashestosf and also for 
the catalyst eoisposed of primry sodius phosj^ te on asbestos. 
A third depositiOE method was the preoipitation of an insoluble body 
fro® ft solution in the presence of a earrier. 
Modifications of the deposition method isere also used* In the first 
©odifieation, deposition was coabined with decoispositlon. A material was 
deposited on the carrier and decoaposed by heating. For example, the cat­
alysts using alujsina as a carrier on iriiiich primary sodium phosphate and 
copper foimte -were deposited, -were subjected to a tei^ erature of approx­
imately SOO® C. At that temperature the copper formate would be decomposed 
to copper or an oxide of copper. 
In the seoond aodification of the deposition procedure, a reduelble 
mterial, usually an oxide, tms deposited on the carrier. For excwple, 
eopper hydroxide ms deposited on asbestos, was dried, end then reduced 
to free eopper hydrogen at 350° C. 
Eeductioa methods . 
A third ®sthod inTOlved the reduction of oxides in wire fors. Spec­
ifically copper catalysts were laade by reduction of copper oxide wire. 
Repeated oxidation and jreduction may be used, and this procedure is re­
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ported to produce & more highXy activated catftlyst. 
Single ec^ poneat eat&lysts. 
Catalysts consisting of « singlo eoffi^ onsnt were used for soae «xper-
iseats# In this elaesification, silica gel and aluaina war® used awst 
extensiwly. Eie siliea gel was prepared according to tl» direetions of 
Batriek (1919), Aluaina was prepaired from altunittuju aitrate by precipi­
tating with araeioiiia. Thorough mshing to reaot« emmnixm salts, followed 
by diying at 60® C, o-peraight, and drying at lOO© C» ths following day, 
left a ©OBfilderabl© portion of ths mterial in granular form suitabl® for 
*apor phase catalysis. 
Analytical Proe®dures 
Butadiene amlysis^  
The yields of butadiene irere determined by measuring the voluaje of 
gases -sdiich boiled between -78® C» and +6° C,, atnd by detemining the per­
centage of butadiene by TOlme» The -volume of gases ms aesisured by di»-
plaeeetent of a saturated salt solution* e^ p8i*eentage of butadiene was 
deterained by the method of Tropsch and Mattox (19M)» I^ rfeet gas laws 
were asstimed, since no van der l^ ls' constants ^ re kno«&» 
The theoretical volme of butadiene tfiiloh could be proceed froa a 
given -weight (g) of starting laaterials used in this investigation is 
glTOn by the equation 
- g/ki| 
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m theoretical volume 
M • jaoleoul&r weight of stertiag aateri^ d 
E • gas conatant 
T • absolute temperature 
P • pressure 
The actual TOlvai© of butadiene is the product of total wluae of 
gases multiplied by the fraction of butadiene ia the gas* 
Hi© peroesatage yield is then 
i^ larogmphic eBfelyetg. 
Polarographic analysis -ms utilieed for the quaatitatiTe determiaa-
tion of aethyl viayl ketone and diacetyl» Tbie analysis ma adopted for 
several smasom^  the laost importaat raasoas being, (l) the difficulty of 
aaalyais of the mixtures eneouatered by any other means, aad (2) the 
rs^ pidity and accuraey of the polarographio method fbr the abovexoentioaed 
eompouads* The difficulty of analysis hy ehefflical aeaas me dt»» to the 
fact that other aaterials •srore present ndiich distilled at te^ eratures ia 
the saine r&ng@ as the mterial to be detemiaed aad also had fViaetional 
groups siailar to the groups preseat ia the desired cottpouad. For exaa^ le, 
in the preparation of ssetl^ i viayl ketone froK laathylYii^ lcarbinol, oae 
ia©uld expect uaehanged aethylviaylcarbinol, ©ethyl vlayl ketone, aethyl 
ethyl katoae, aad water. The boiling points are 97° C», 79° C», 80® C», 
and 100® C# arespeotively. ?ho difficult of separating the ecatpoaeats of 
this mixture is readily apparent—especially the separation of the ssethyl 
vinyl ketone fro® Biethyl et^ l ketone. In addition each of the two func­
tional groups of methyl vinyl ketone, namly the G^ C and the C«»0, is 
 ^X 100, idsieh is 
h 
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l^ ressnt in em or another of the aoleoulea with *Meh th® methyl -ri&yX 
ketone is associated* IQie polarographie s»thod wae idealXjr suited for 
•tiiis detemimition, beeause aethyl vinyl ketone ia the only constituent 
of the mixture mtoich is redaeible at the dropping mereury electrode* 
Ih© other aaterials neither reduce nor affect the reduction of the 
methyl vinyl kstom* In addition, a con^ lete analysis can be mde in 
26 minutes* 
Quantitati^  polarographic wwk is based on tias mriation of wave 
height of the reducible compound with concentration of the reducible 
compound. Quantitative polarograj^ y is similar in application to other 
coj^ retor a^ thods of analysis, for esoaaple, coloriaetry, Bnknown solu­
tions are compared with standard solutions in order to detemine coneen* 
tr&tions in the unknoims* Impurities present in the unknown solution 
should be approximated in the standard solutions, or should be shoim to 
have no effect upon the properties being compared. By reference to tiie 
standard solutions, the concentration in the unknown solution can be de* 
te mined* 
In this investigation, i^ e total voluse of organic aaterial ms 
measured, and one ml* of the organic layer diluted to proper volisae was 
used for ti» polarograi&ic determination of volme per cent of aethyl 
viayl ketone* A sample calculation for aethyl vinyl ketone fro® aetfc^ l-
vlnylcarbiitol follows and serves to dmonstrate what data are necessary* 
wt* of aethyl vinyl eartilnol (M.T.C.) used • S6 g* 
vol, of oi^ asic layer • 18 ml. 
vol, ^  of ifteidiyl vii^ l ketone {M»7,S») • 70 
density of aethyl vinyl ketone 
aiol, wt, of aethyl vinyl ketone 
aol. wt, of methylvinyloarbinol 
« 0,86 
- 70 
- 72 
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Actual yield « (total TOl.)(TOl,g,V.£,)(d^ ns. M«V«K.) 
Ih«,r.tical yl.ld - » *>1. wt. M.T.K. 
% yield • (total vo1.)(yo1»^  M>¥,K>Ude^ . M.V,K,)W^  wt« M.¥.C.) 
Direet eaalysis by distillation. 
For the quaatitatiw detemiimtioii of other reaction products, direet 
iraighiag of distillation products was used* Par cent yields trare caleu-
lated in the ordinary manner* 
SXPSRIM8ITAI, 
ButadieXHD 
Direct dehydratloa* 
Sines there imre no quantitative data on the pi^ duetion of butadiene 
from 2,3-butylene glycol by direct dehydration, there ims little i^ reeedent 
to ftjllow in the choice of a catalyst. Single coiaponeat catalysts were 
first in^ stigated, althov^ h confidential reports Jmd indicated that only 
saall aaotmts of batadien® could be produced with such catalysts* Alttaina. 
and silica were eluaeen as catalysts fbr a series of runs. J^ ia^ d catalyats 
were mxt tested. The general procedures for all of these experiaents are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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S0fere making a run, the catalyst tube v&e filled with catalyst and 
"sas eonaected to the systasa# The temperature WSLS then raised to appro*-
Imtely 300® C, and aaiataimd at tlmt tosapersture fer sewral hoars in 
order to aeti^ te th® catalyst. In case th© catalyst eontaimd ai^  ox-
idisable aeaterialy nitrt^ en nas used to sweep out oxygea before heatisg, 
and t^  aetivation procedure v&s carried out in an atmosphere of nitrogen* 
After aetii«itios of the catalyst, the temperature was adjusted to 
the desired le-eel by »eans of the transforeser* the 2,3-butylene glycol 
•was weighed and placed in the reservoir abow the drop rate adjuster# 
The t^ pex^ ture of the bath in 'shich the -mporieer flask was iisee^ rsed ms 
increased to approxisoittely 225® C» by aeaae of a Bunsen burner# The rate 
of flow of inert gas was adjusted roughly, an inter-ml tiaer ma started^  
and th® glycol was allowed to ^ ip upon a of glass wool at the bottom 
of t^ ie mporieer flask, the drop rate was carefully adjusted and finally 
the inert gas rate ms adjusted to the exact Talue desired* the te^ er» 
ature, gas rata, and drop rate were checked from tiae to tia« duriag th® 
run« 
After all the glycol had been introduced, the time was recorded, and 
the inert gas vme used to flush out the ap^ uratus* Usually about S liters 
of gas were used for this purpose* At the close of the flushing out period, 
the dry ice flasks were detached from the systffla and iwre connected to a 
large bottls coiapiately filled with satui-ated salt solution* The outlet 
tube from th© large little was jsaintained at the lewl of the liquid in­
side the bottle* The flasks containisng the butadiene wire then placed in 
an ice bath at about 0° G*, which vaporised products volatile at 0® C* 
into '^ 10 large bottle end displaced salt solution from the bottle* the 
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Id^ ls were carefully Adjusted, after all th« volatile laaterlal had die-
tilled, aad the wlua® of the displaced salt solution »&8 recorded as were 
tJie twapemture and pressure. IRie inlet tube to the large bottle was then 
eoimected to the butadiene analysis apparatus and a gas sample was with-
dra«n into the butadiene analysis apparatus in the c«stoffi»iy ma3Emer, 
After detemiaation of the percentage of butadiene in the gas saaple, the 
percentage yield was determined by substitution into the equation on 
page 29. 
fhe data for single eoa^ nent catalysts are collected in Table I» 
fh# catalysts t^ ere prepared as described in the section entitled 
*Met3iods»* 
Table I 
Butadiene Yields from Alwaina and 
Silica Sel Catalysts at Various Temperatures 
Catalyst 
feop* f Glycol, 
KI^ ®S 
Tim, 
min* 
Bate of 
Hg Plow 
lal. per mia. 
Buta­
diene 
. , % . 
280 53 60 150 0 
AlgOg 276 SO 42 150 0 
300 41 58 15Q trace 
2^^ 3 SOO 60 43 150 0 
AlgOg 580 51 68 ISO 1 
AlgOj 400 49 60 150 1.5 
Al^ Og 450 25 27 150 2»5 
AlgOg 500 25 28 150 5 
Silica gel 400 25 27 150 0 
Silica gel 450 25 29 150 tmce 
Rie above &ta ©eaflm the reported difficulty of ds^ rdrmting 
butylene glycol, and also indicate tMt higher temperatures f&vor ttie 
fomatios of butadiene, ikmewr, the practical upper limit of t^ iperature 
o4 "• 
h«d already b«on raached at a teaperature of 500® €•, at liihioh temperattire 
the eatalyst ms timrotighly •bl&ekenod fros end to end of th® tube by d®-
eompesition products. Is the case of silica g®l eatalysts, this dscaapo-
sitioa takes place at even l&mr teraperaturas# 
fh® liquid oondansate in all th® runs contained a great d©al of methyl 
©thyl ketone, and the wijor portion of th© liquid boiled fjroa ICfi G, to 
85® Om It was thox^ ht that th® methyl ©thyl ketone -was produced not by 
isoaerla&tion of an epoxy coapomd, as Ipatieff euggests, but rather by 
a kotonieatioa of an enol form of methyl ethyl ketonei 
€HgCffi)HCHOHCHg-^^522^H^CH«C< OH )eHg ^CHgCHgCGCH j 
All attempts at ieolating the epos^  offlapovmd were unsticcassf«l« 
e^ fact tiat bulHSidiese is produced in excellent yields by the py-
rolysia of glycol diaoetate leads one to believe th&t the effect of the 
acetate radical is an orientation ciTeet or a steric effect, isaiieh causes 
easier r®Boml ©f th» hydrogen atoms of the methyl group. Any hope of 
preparii^  butadiene directly from g,3-b«tylene glycol probably lies in 
the promotion ef a siailar "orientation" effect, which isould cauae the 
mlecule to dehydrate in such a ^ mnner that the hydrogen &.ixm isould come 
from a position on the end carbon rather than rr<^  a position on a earbon 
holding a l^ dro3^ 1 group# 
A series of rtins totaling trell o^ er 100 in&s sad® in an atttnapt to 
find eom mterial which vould produce the desired effect. In all tim 
runs particular attention was directed toward ture cos^ onds, butadiene 
and methylvinylearbinol, %e latter would be an expected intermediate 
in the ftsrmation of butadien®-l,S from 2,3-butyl«Rae glycol. In no ease 
was a^ thylvinylcarbinol isolated, although private, unconfir^ d reports 
« ss • 
indieate swt%lviiiylcari3iaol has bean produoad fro® 2,S-butyien« 
glycol in mth«r high yields. 
The att«®pte at ^ orientation" effects nare made in two direetiona* 
First, attempts ware mde to us© a mterlal having a 8<s&e«^ t basic ef­
fect to atabilise -t^ e exK>l fom, and seeondly, attmpts mrs made to use 
a slightly dehydrogemtisg raaterial to Iceaan the hydrogen atoM attached 
to th© laethyl gjroupg, Ri© ineoi^ omtion of sueh laate rials into th© cat­
alysts mus aeeomplished by the deposition and ''i«ste" Methods with saodi-
ficetioss# &« described above, under "Itethods of Catalyst Preparation.* 
%pieal catalysts and results are listed in Table II• 
Tafelo II 
Butadiena Tielde IJsing Mixed Catalysts 
ZZ»B graaa glytsol usa<i in eaeh rm 
Catalyist 
Method 
of 
Prepamtioa 
Tm.p* 
®C, 
Time 
for Sm, 
min. 
Inart 
Cm 
late 
Gas Flow, 
ffil. per mia* 
Buta­
diene 
(A) ae earriisr 
CajdO^ Jj on AljOj • daposition SSO 42 150 l.S 
C«5(K>^ )J, FE^OJ (traw)^  il^ O, dep. & decomp. 300 40 % 180 0 
"2°J deposition SSO 44 100 0 
KgCOjdS) AlgOjdOO) daposit ion 400 37 2^ 150 0 
Cu(trace) dep. & decomp. MO 40 ®2 165 0 
Gu(20) Al^ ojioo) d«p# & red," 400 55 
^2 6S 0 
2nfi(20) AlgOgCso) pas to 400 40 CO2 46 0 
Cu(trac©) KH2H)^ d) Al20g(40) dap. Se d«oomp» SSO 40 OOg 200 2 
Cu(trace) KHgFO^ (l) Al20j(40) dap. & deeomp. 400 65 CO2 12 s 3.S 
C«(trace) KiigPO^ d) M20g(40) dap. h daeostp. 400 50 COg las 4 
Cu(trae©) KBgPO^ CX) Al20g(40) dap. & deoomp* 400 70 
0
 
0
 68 7,5 
CuCtraea) laEgPO^ Cl) Alg0j(40) dap. k d«comp. SSO SO 108 1.S 
KH^ FO^ Cl) Alg0g(40) deposition 400 40 COg SO 4.S 
KHgKJ^ Cl) AlgOg(40) dapesition 875 60 GD2 EO 1,6 
KEgPO^ d) Al20j(40) dapositien 400 4@ 0
 
0
 
70 2 
IftHgPO^ Cl) Alg0j(40) dapoeition 400 47 65 1 
(8) Silica Sel as carrier 
KaHgPO^ CSO) Siiica(SO) dapesition 400 50 COg 50 0 
Cu(trao0) laHgBD^ Cl) Silioa(30) dep. & decamp* 550 60 % 40 1 
Table II (coBtiiiued) 
22»6 g rams bul^ lsm® glycol aB«d IB each nm 
Method fi»0 late Butia!-"^  
of for Bua, Ia«x^  Sag Plow, diene 
Catalyst Preparation °C, Bdn. @as fil* per % 
Cu(trae®) MgPO^ Cso) Silica (SO) dep« & d«e<»ap» 3S0 45 COg 90 S 
Gu(traco) laHgPO^ CSO) Silica (SO) d«p» & decoap. S50 60 COg SO 1 
C«(trac«) EEgPO^ Cao) Sillea <30) d«|>» doeomp* S60 go COg 100 2 
Slllea (40) deposition 400 4§ COg 50 2.5 
(C) AabestoB as carrier 
IaHgP04(l0) Asbestos (10) deposition 400 40 COg 250 1,5 
HaHgPD4(20) Asbeatoi! (20) deposition 400 40 C02 §0 l»5 
IfaHgK>^ (20) Asbostos (EO) deposition 460 40 COg 60 Z 
 ^Where apeeific ar® not listod* the earrier was saturated with catalytic material* 
 ^ Trace mounts •mr& added by addition of a fonMit© solution to tho catalyst* dryiag, and dacoir.poaiag 
the foimte at 300® C, 
® Beduetion of CuO» 
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tabul&ted results indieate that high yields of butadiene from 
2,3-butylene glycol by direct dehydration are difficult, if iK>t iiapoBBible, 
to obtais. "So definite trends could be noted with the exeeption timt 
higher terapeirutures again favored butadiene formation, but also fa^ o^red 
mrked deeoasipositioa# The most faTorable catalyst ms the cosbinatioa of 
on AlgOg, modified hy a trace of copper. 15w>rough investigation of 
this catalyst failed to increase yields to any appreciable extent, howiTer* 
Att^ pts at finding te.8le asaterials to effect the desired change nere 
abandoned early because of the fact that basic s&terials tended to inhibit 
all dehydrations, even dehydration to aethyl ethyl ketone. 
A wiriety of other catalysts ims tried with equally unsatisfactory 
results* In particular, catalysts, catalysts in nfeich red phosphorus 
was mixed with SaHgFO^ , and a variety of "paste" catalysts were imresti-
gated but failed to produce yields of more than 4-5 per cent butadiene* 
In every ease, methyl etl^ l ketozie was the predominating reaction product, 
althou£,h traces of isobutyraldehyde, the cyclic acetsl of methyl ethyl 
ketone and 2,8-butylene glycol, butadiene-1,2, and di»sthyl acetylene were 
also found. 
Indlrsct dehydration. 
!Rie possibility of converting the glycol to a carbonate was first 
investigated. Forty-five grams of 2,S-butylon0 glycol was placed in a 
S-seck flask equipped with a stirrer, reflux condenser the outlet of 
?djich was connected to a dry ice trap, and a dropping funnel. To tli® 
dropping fuimel was added 100 grams of liquid phosgene, saintained in 
the liquid state by addition of dry ice at intervals. The reflux con­
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denser tmtsr was siphoned fro® a bath containing an ice-salt mixture at 
approxisiately -8® G, The phosgene was dropped Into ths liquid glyeol, 
aalntalaod at 60° G, The vtnreaeted phosgene was condensed, either in the 
reflux condenser or in tbe dry ice trap, and was retnraod for farther re-
aetion. After all the phosgene had reacted, the mixture was heated for 
ee^ eral hours, during itiich copious evolution of 0C1 was obeerwd# 5^ ® 
mixture ms then subjeoted to atmospherie distillation and produets 
boilii^  at teaperatures up to 120° C. were remoTOd. Ihe r«auii.inder was 
the© subjected to vasusKa distillation and 37 g, of product boiling at 
95° C» under 8 aim* pressure was collected. 7he product was water white 
and h&d the following physical propertiesi 
n^ l * 1.4226, d^ l • 1.129, b.p. at 740 ma. - 240® C, 
sb&leeular wight • 116 in phonanthrene 
molecular weight in bomyl bromide « 228, indicating association 
in that sol^ nt 
 ^ Celculateds S1.7 Pounds 61,6 
 ^ Calculated* 6.96 Found« 7.10 
Tliese data indicate that tl» compound is the inner carbonate of 
2,S-butylene glycol, having the fomula CHg-^ -f-CHg. A yield of 37 
9 
0 
grams corresponds to 6S per cenfe of theoretical. 
The possibility of preparing the carbonate by a continuous process 
was nest investigated, and the apparatus employed is shown in ¥igurs II, 
p# 22. Minety grams of glycol was placed in the resenroir attached to the 
drop wtte adjuster, F. The furnace ims heated to ISO® C», the phosgene 
gas flow was adjusted to 2CX) ml. per minute and the glycol WKS dropped into 
the reaction tube at the rate of 44 grams per hour. The reaction product 
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dropped into the flask C an4 excess phosgene and loir boiling by-^ rod«ct 
mtori&le i^ issed otit the top of the furnace into the condensing system. 
After all the glycol had been introduced* about one liter of gaseous phos­
gene was iwtBsed tliroxigh the system to insure complete reaction of the gly­
col. At the end of this period, the flask C ms remoted from the syetm 
end placed in a bath heated to 100° C, After heating for 2 hoars, (^ ring 
•^ ieh vilo eaelling gases, largely HCl and perhaps eowb phosgene, were 
dri-ron off, the mterlal ms distilled under vacuvtsi* fhe pur^ se of the 
heating me to complete reaction, i^ ich evidently occurs in atagee« 
The first stage is forEsation of the chlor©carbonate in ishich only one of 
the hydrojsyl groups reacts. Extended heating causes the reiMiining hy-
droxyl group to react Mth the chlorocarbonate, splitting out HCl and 
forming the eyelic earbomte as shown in the following equations s 
After HCl isas no longer evol-jed, the reaction mixture was distilled 
under mmixffii, and the product boiled very eharply at 05® G, tmder 8 i®a» 
pressure! yields of 7S per cent of theory were realised. 
•flhe carbonate was pyrolyzed at various temperatures using either 
steel turnings or quarts chips as contact agent. The results are listed 
in fable III* 
K ^   ^fi H H 
CHgC-.9-CHg + COClg »CH5-C-9-CH5 • ECl >CHg-6-6-CHg + HCl 
HO OS 9 OH 
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Table III 
Sutttdiezid Yields from Pyrolysia of 
Glycol Cttrboaato 
Contaet ?^ ip» 1ft, of fim. Inert Bate Buta-
Agent oc. Carbonate, min» Oas of Plow, dimte 
grams 3B.1. per min# % 
Steel turnings 620 43 40 1 
Steel turnings SSO E8 so % 2(XJ trace 
Steel turnings 476 as 30 % 200 trace 
Quarts 460 24 36 % 150 0 
Quarts 650 38 % 2S0 0 
Quarts 670 36 30 ^2 280 trace 
In all the nms stuch de compos it loa occurred# This was alse trus 
using altmlna ©r poreus plate as contact agonta, Evon at the t€9Bp-
erature of 670° C, a considerable portion of the carb<mate was unchanged, 
•afeea quartz was used ae the contact ageiit;. Iron evidently leads to de-
effiaposStioc at a lower temperature, as large aaounta of carbon were de­
posited on the contact Material at 620® C» e^ negligible yields of 
butadieae indicate that istjer carbonates do not pyrolyxe to laasaturated 
t^ ib^ carbons* as do the ordinary carbonates» but rather decoispose com­
pletely. 
& second approach to the produetioix of butadiene fr«m 2,5-butylea0 
glycol by indirect dehydration was soade usisg the monosethyl ether ©f 
the glycol. It was thought that the methyl ether sight be dehydrated to 
8J1 unsaturated saethoxy compound, «hich in turn could be desaturated to 
butadiene# the advantage in this procedure would arise fi^ ia the fact tiat 
the aethosy group attached to a carbon iavol-rod is a double bond does not 
undergo rearraageaeat as does the hydroxyl group in a similar position# 
!Ri® reao-ml of the one laoleeule of water from ths starting mterial -sould 
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produea not aei^ yl ethyl ketone, bat mther an unsatumtod fl»tho3Qr coa-
poiaid which has the possibility of comrarsion to butadiene# 
fh© monometlgrl derivatiw of glycol ms prepared aecordiiig to the 
dij^ ctioas of Chappell (1936), 1^ 0 prepared the monosodiaia deri'vati-ra in 
excess glycol aad thes ssstaiylated with disaet^ l sulfate* fhe methyl 
ether was than distilled from the reaction mixture under vacuus and was 
redistilled at atosspherie pressure* Excellent yields were realised, 
based en the sodiust used, but great difficulty -was encountered la at-
t^ aptiBg to distill the exeess butylene glyeol froai the aiixtttre. Th» 
sodium methyl sulfate, formd by the actios of dimethyl suli^ te on the 
soditjffl derivati-^ e of glycol, effectively prevented distillation of the 
glycol and acted as a dehydration catalyst* Bven at reduced pressures, 
the glycol was partially dehydrated before It could be distilled* fh» 
cyclic acetal, formed from iaethyl ethyl ketone and glycol, could be 
isolated, along -sdth large eaaounts of aethyl ethyl k©1»ne. The glycol 
could b© extracted fro® the mixture by dissolving the mixture in -siater 
and using a continuous extractor employing ether as the isBaiscible 
solvent. 
Kie monoaethyl ether of glycol was passed over various catalysts 
at tea^ eratares ranging fro® 265® C, to 375® G* the isaaterial was pre-
vaporised, and nitrogen was used as the inert gas to sweep the vaporised 
saterial into the catalysis tube* All catalysts were prepared by the 
p^aste" ffisthod* The results are listed in table IV* 
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Table IV 
Butadime Yields from Siimiltaneous Dehydration-
I^eaturation of So»o Methyl Eth^r of 2,S-Butylen« Glycol 
26 grttms siethoxy eoi^and in ea eh rtm 
Catalyst 
jtxbto 0 
rain* 
ffil* ^g 
Per Sin. 
l^ uta^ene 
AlgOgC-iO) Silica{40) AIPO^(EO) S30 SO 160 1 
Pa»ioe(lOO) p(s) CugOCao) 265 40 250 0 
Pimiee(lOO) H&) VtS^fO^iZO) ZS6 40 125 0 
Pumiee(lOO) p(S) KalgPO^CSO) 325 S6 12§ 0 
PusieeClOO) P(5) MgR>^(20) 575 38 12g 0 
Sili0a(26) AlgOgCse) ¥205(6.5) 32S se 125 1 
IaH2K)^{6.§) 
Siiicft(26) AigOgCEe) WgOgCe.s) S75 60 150 11 
fiaHgfG^(6.g) 
In all the ruBS» the condensate in the ice bath ms a omplex siix* 
tur«, sKtst of -sdileh boiled from 75° C, to 8S® C» It is auepeeted that a 
considerable fraetion of this isaterial was methyl ethyl ketone, ^ ich iias 
produced by ^ eaturation rather than by dehydration. Ifethyl alcohol ii&a 
probably split out of the isethoxy coi^ound and left the enol form of 
^thyl ethyl katone# Unfortunately, the H»tho*y eompound requires a 
higher tei^iretur© for dehydration than does the glycol, and at the tasap-
erature required for dehydration, dessturation also takes plaee. 
Methyl Vinyl Kotoa® 
The produation of laetiiyl vinyl ketone ms investigated froia three 
distinet angles^ (l) the catalytic oxidation of methylvinylcarbiBol, 
(2) th© deJ^dratioa of ace^laaetl^lcarbiBOl, and (S) the siaailtaneous 
dehydration-oxidation of 2,S-bu'tylen« glycol. 
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All tl» methods gave rise to certain by-producta, which eoriously 
cGaaplieated ©rdlnary aaalytieal procedures, and the poasibili'ty of osisg 
the polaregi*l»liic i^thod for the deterainatioa of methyl vinyl ketone in 
the mlxtares was investigated# 
Polarographie aaalysis* 
f^ra mathyl -rfiiyl ketone was prei>ar0d by the catalytic oxidation of 
^tbylidBylearbiiiol as deeeribed later in this section* fhe material ms 
dried aBl^rdrous aodltua sulfate and was redistilled after additi<^ of 
a few drops of butyrie acid to prevent polymsrisatioa. Ih© fraction boil-
ijag fr©« 7#® C» to 79® C, ms oolleated. the refractive index at 20® G, 
ms 1.4081, and the d^f was 0.862, 
IsBaediately after distillation, one ml, of the pure aiethyl vinyl 
ketone ms diluted to 1€K) ml. with 0,1 S potassium chlorldte solution, 
Biis solution of aethyl vinyl ketone was terawd the stock solntion, end 
farther dilutions tsrere ®Rde from the stock solution. 
A concentration series was run in order to determine the variation 
of wave Iwight with ooncentration, fhe concentration series consisted 
of 5 solutions, ea^ of -afcich contained 1 ml. of the stock solution and 
each of idtich had b«en diluted to the proper volu^ with 0,1 N potassium 
chloride, Rie voIub^s for the three solutions were 250 ml,, ICX) ml,, 
and ^  ml, respectively, sjnd the concentrations in molarity were 0,494 
X 1,2S X 10-3, and 2.47 * lO""® respectively. The solutions w®r« 
placed in the electrolysis vessel, and nitrogen was bubbled through ttie 
solution for IS lainutes, During a detemination, the nitrogen flow was 
continued, but tl® gas inlet tube was raised above the surface of the 
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liquid, so that stirring sffeets would b® avoided, but th« nitrogen afeffijs-
pher© -would b© salatainsd. The reservoir of aeroury ms raised and tl^ 
increased pressure caused tlwi mercury to drop from ttui tip of Idie elee-
trode. The wltage was th«i gradually increased, and the current reading 
at each TOltage level was determined by aaeasuring th® IR drop across a 
resistance of 7000 olms. 
Rte data for the three solutions eoaaprising the eoneentration series 
follow in Table ?• 
Table V 
Current-Toltage^ Data for Methyl Vinyl Ketone Solutions 
Molarity X 10^ 
0.4M 1.2S 2.47 
Current Currwat Current 
Micro- Micro- Micro-
¥bltB aiaps Tolts aopB %lt8 a:^8 
1.245 0,66 1.2S0 0.55 1.080 0,57 
l.SSS 0.§7 1.330 0.71 1,215 0.57 
1,412 I.SI 1.400 1.71 1.290 0.90 
1.478 2»21 1.454 S.4S 1.407 4.9S 
1.546 2.46 1.515 4,71 1,462 7.74 
1,615 2,46 1,681 5.20 1,527 9,07 
1.680 2.S6 1.850 4.% 1,577 9.50 
1.748 2,36 1.718 4.99 1.640 9.57 
1.820 2.36 1.800 4.99 1.720 9,57 
MlffUaion. 
Current 
1,86 4.46 9.00 
®' i^stential difference between dropping electrode and saturated 
caloisal electrode 
° W-ffusion current • limiting current - residual current 
^lese data dt^aonstrate tMt the diffasion current is linsarly pro­
portional to the concentration, and hence perfectly suited to quantita­
tive poXarograi^ie analysis. The relationship between the current and 
concentration can be expressed by the equation dc •• S«65{M x 10^) 
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i^9re dc • eurr«nt in xadonsaaps 
^8 ealeal&ted valuea for the diffusioa currant u«iag th» abovs 
equation are ccsapared with the ©xpariaental "salues in fable ?!• Also 
iaeludsd in fable VI ajra the half-^mtro potentials for the three solutiozis* 
fable n 
Diffusion Current (do) end Half<-ffiav9 
Potential® (^1/2) Itethyl Vinyl Ketone 
M X 10® 
do dc 
exp. eale. %/2 
0.494 1.80 1.79 1.4g 
i,2S4 4.43 4.50 1.42 
2.468 9.00 9.01 1.41 
these figures serro to demonstx^te further the strict linearity be-
tsem diffusion current end conoentrntion. The half-wave potentiale, the 
potentials at which half the reducible material in the sBeroury-solation 
interface is redueed» are practically constant* ^xe slight decrease in 
with concentration is due to the slight IE drop witMn the solution 
itself# 
Ihile the above results dOBonstrate that pure B»thyl viayl fcstone in 
solution can be deteinained quantitatively by the polarographic ®sthod, it 
is necessary to demonstrate that the ifflpurities likely to be present with 
tiie ajethyl vinyl ketone do not interfere with the polarograpJiie analysis, 
la order to deaonstrate this fact, methyl ethyl ketone and sethylvinyl-
carbinol, the two compounds raost likely to be present In a run^ added 
in varying ratios to the ^ thyl vli^l ketone, The concentrations of the 
various oenstituenta of mixtures and the polarograidiic data for the 
mixtures ere given in fable VII. 
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Table 711 
e«rrent«?bltftge® Data for mxtures of Methyl Vlayl Ketone (MTK), 
MelSiylTinylearbinol (MW), and Methyl Sthyl Ketoa® {Mt) 
mieLTiisy X 10^ 
l?W«Q,494 WK-1.23 M?l»1.87 
liiK-0.448 -®ir»1.12 MEK-0,224 
WG«K),469 m?C-1,17 MyC«0«234 
Current Current Current 
Hero- Miero- Micro-
?0lt8 amps Volts asips Volts amps 
1.265 0.50 1.200 0.40 1.220 0,S3 
1.S14 O.SS 1,283 0.46 1.270 0.57 
1.422 1.57 1,SS2 0.89 1.S46 1.06 
1*506 2.38 1.433 2,79 1.418 2.86 
1,5S0 2,SS 1.490 4.36 1*470 5*14 
1.6SS 2.33 1.SS7 S.04 1*630 6.71 
1.714 2,38 1.621 4.S3 1.504 7.07 
1.696 4.94 1.6S5 7.71 
1.760 4.93 1.72S 
1.7S9 
1.S50 
7.48 
7.37 
7*57 
Diffusion 
Current^ 1.81 4.47 6.60 
• Bsstentlal differeaee between dropping electrode aitd eftturated 
e&lo»el electrode* 
^ Diff^sioa eurrent • Iteiting current - residual current 
fable VII dafflmstratee that the 'mloes for th© diffusion oarrent of 
a^thyl -rinyl ketone In jaixtares with non-reducing iapurities are the same 
ae mluQS for the pure aoapound alone* 
fhe aeouraey of th® aethod ean be illustrated by coiaparing the ex-
periaestal values with tte wlues calculated from equation (1) on page 45 . 
fhe eemparisoa is shown in fable VIII, 
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Table ?III 
Dlfftision Currants for Mixtures of 
Methyl Tinyl Ketone^ Mstl^lvijaylearbiaol,^ 
and Methyl Bthyl Kat<ste 
X 10® do do 
exp. cftlc* «XP-
0.4S4 1,80 1.81 
1,23 4.49 4.47 
1»87 6.8S 6,80 
•• Goae«nttratioR of laathylvinylcarbinol aad 
aetl^l ethyl ketone as in Table VII 
° M • Molarity of methyl vinyl ketejn® 
Thsee data Indicate that methyl trinyl ketone in jaixtures can be 
determined quantitatifely witiiiii 2 per cent by the polaregraphie ®©thod« 
lo the prodaction of aethyl vinyl ketone fro® 2,S-bu^l8ne glycol 
by a siimiltaneous oxidation-dehydration procedure, there is a distinct 
possibility of producing diacetyl, along -with a»thyl -j-inyl ketone. It 
«a.s, therefore, of interest to ioTestigate the possibility of utilising 
the polarographie jnethod for the quantitative deter^nation of both di-
acetyl and aethyl vinyl l!®tone fro® a single solution* It •m.s knom 
that diacetyl is reducible at the dropping aiercury electrode» since 
Winkel and ftrostee (19S6) reported its reduction potential.. 
fh© deteminatioa of the eurrent-concentration relationship for di­
acetyl me carried out in the saae manner as -was used for iMithyl vinyl 
ketone^ One jsl. of pure diacetyl, the properties of •sfcich are described 
above in tlm section "Materials", was diluted to 100 »1* with 0.1 I po» 
^ssiu® chloride to form the stock solution, larious concentrations were 
prepared from the stock solution and were autalyEed polarographically, Wie 
data are presented in Table IX. 
Table IX 
Curren.t-"¥oltag© Data fop Diacetyl 
''Ifelarity" x" lo'S' 
1. 1S6 O.i 309 O. i  §68 0.454 0. S79 
Current' ciarr^^ Current Current Current 
Mioro- Miero- Micro- Mlcro- Miero-
¥©Xt8* amps Volts® amp0 Ifolte®" amps 7olt«* asips Volte*^ amps 
0.459 O.SS 0.521 0.46 0.434 0.51 0.S07 0.39 0.575 0.89 
0»517 0.56 0.683 0.47 0.S93 0.51 0.61S 0.40 0.680 0.40 
0.626 0.57 0.67S 0.49 0.678 0.S4 0.633 0.43 0.786 0,S9 
0.690 0.60 0.7SS 0.59 0.774 0.71 0,790 0.67 0.840 1.17 
0*788 1.S9 0.822 1.69 0.860 1.97 0.834 1.34 0.928 1.61 
0.8E4 2*29 0.905 3.00 0.946 2.36 0.924 1.94 1.020 1.67 
0.676 S.S7 0.991 3.23 1.036 2.40 1.013 1.97 1.120 1.69 
0.96S 3,97 1.080 3.24 1.120 2.41 
1.053 3.97 
KLffusion 
Current^ 
S.57 2.76 1.86 1.52 1.28 
® Volta reprosont the potential diffepenc« between th« dropping electrode and saturated ealomel 
0l«ot:rod<» 
^ Mffusion current • limiting current «• residual current 
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Th® data of fabl® IX indlc«.to that the current is net linearly pro-
portion&l to eonoeatration. Bather the data follow tha oquatlon 
log dc - 0.877 log (M X 10^) « 0.397 
i4i®r» dc » diffusion currant in microaiaperea 
If » iBolarity of diaoetyl 
llie figraaatent batwseB axperimental Talues and caleulatad -mlues is 
shotm in Table X. Also included are the Juilf««av© potentials for the 
mrious solutions. 
fable X 
Diffusion (Xirronts and ifcilf-Wa-TO 
Potwitials for I^ace'tyl 
M X 10^ 
do dc 
exp. ealc. ®l/2 
11.S6 5.37 3.38 0.82 
9.08 2.76 2.78 0.83 
5.6S 1.81 1.84 0.82 
4.54 1.51 1.51 0.83 
S.79 1.29 1.29 0.8S 
Table X shows that pui^ diacetyl can be analysed polarographically 
within B per cent* It was found more convenient to use the data of fables 
IX and X in graphic fora and to plot directly Mie "per cent" of diaee-tyl 
against diffusion eurrent* In this ^ rtieular case, the solution, 1«13@ 
X 10"*® M, which contained one jsl. of stock solution diluted to 100 al. 
with 0.1 S potassium chloride was termed ICX) per eent and the percentages 
of tl® other solutions were based upon the 1.IS6 x 10""® M bolution. For 
exar^le, the solution, 0.464 x 10"® M, which contained one ml. of stock 
solution diluted to 250 lal. was only 0.4 as coaeeatmted as the 1,136 x 
10"*^ M solution and hence -m.8 termed 40 per cent. fSien unknmm solutions 
were prepared, they were prepared exactly like the 1.136 x 10"® M solution. 
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with on© ml* of unJeBoim substituted for the one ml. of purs diacetyl* 
After deteraination of the wrt© height, the per cent diacetyl could be 
i^ad directly from the graph, Bie graph of diffusion current against 
both a^larity and per cent diacetyl is sho-wn ia Figure III, 
fh© possible effects of the presence of the two reducible aaterials 
upon their individual reductions was next studied* Various dilution# ef 
Eastbyl Tinyl ketone and diacetyl isere prepared, and aatJ^l ethyl ketone 
was also added. The current-voltage data tor the -rarious dilutions are 
presented in table XI. 
24) 
Current - ConcentreiTion 
Re/at ionship -for 
DL^cety! 
10 
OS 
eo 
o-eae. 
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XI 
Curr©nt-?oli»g^ Data for Mixture® of Dlacetyl (M), 
Ifethyl fiuyl ]foton« (M?l) aad j^ethyl Itl^l Eetcoe (®K) 
Clarity x 10® 
m»o,s8g M-0.462 M-0,462 M-0.92S 
Mm»0»8M WK-0.501 M?K-0.760 M?K-0,260 
l^EO.SM MSI-0,601 MBK«0,760 MIK-0,260 
Current Currant Currant Currant 
Micro- Mi cro­ Micro- Mero-
%lt8 amps Volta aks Yolte amps Volts a]B|» 
0,480 0.37 0.626 0,31 0,459 0,47 0,475 0,39 
0,590 0,39 0,633 0,36 0,576 0,53 0,580 0,41 
0,69S 0,41* 0,700 0,43* 0,680 0,60* 0,685 0,44# 
0,791 0,67 0,807 1,36 0,792 0,39 0,733 0,50 
0,S43 1,21 0.87S 1,93 0,885 1,93 0,772 0,64 
0.9SX 1,71 0,966 2,00 0,975 2,10 0,845 2,37 
X.02S 1,79 1,060 1,96 1,067 2,14 0,936 3,07 
l.lio 1.77** 1,140 1,96*» 1,152 2.14*» 1,020 S.14« 
1,200 1,77 1,225 1,94 1,240 2,14 1,108 3,14 
1.281 1,77 1,230 2,00 1,322 2,16 1,193 3,13 
1.3S5 1,77 1,569 2,71 1,400 2,4S 1,277 3,13 
1,411 E,S6 1.439 3,57 1,466 3,61 1,355 3,13 
1,470 3,8S 1,506 3,77 1,528 4,60 1,433 3,31 
1.5SS 4,66 1,577 3,77 1,600 4,81 1,500 3,86 
1,590 4,7$ 1,649 3,77 1,705 4,81 1,575 3,97 
1.668 4,74 1,642 3,97 
1.7S5 4,74 
®' Bsteatial differeae® between droppinf; electrode ajjd saturated 
oalo^l ©leetrode 
• Rdeidsial currant 
*• Limitiz3g ourreat for diacetyl and rssidual current for laeti^l Tiayl 
ketosd 
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results indicaito the feasibility of applying the polarographie 
technique for the smlysis of both diaeetyl and aaathyl vinyl ketone* fhe 
diffusion currents for both diaeetyl and methyl vinyl ketone are colored 
•with calemlatsd values in lable XII • 
Table XII 
Diffusion Currents for Diaeetyl and Methyl Vinyl Ketone 
in the Presence of Wethyl Ethyl Ketone® 
Diaoetyl !%thyl Viiyl Ketone 
M X 10^ dc (exp.J dc (oalc.) M X 10^ dc (exp*) do (cale.) 
S,85 1*36 l.Sl 0,834 2*97 5*04 
4*62 l.&S 1*53 O.SOl 1*83 1*8S 
4*62 1*54 1*53 0.760 2*67 2,74 
9.2S 2*70 2.81 0*250 0*84 0*91 
Metl^l ethyl ketone coneentrutions as listed in labl© XI 
fhe agreement between calculated results and experi^ntal results is 
entirely satisfactory for diaeetyl, and the largest error is about 4 per 
cent* In the ease of raetl^l vii^l ketone, the agreeaient between calculated 
and sxpsriaental values is very good with the exception of the ssost dilute 
solution* In this ease, tl» previous reduction of diaeetyl evidsntlj de­
pleted the hydrogen ions at the electrode too greatly for quantitati'TB 
reduction of the aethyl vinyl ketone* In actual deterainations, howsver, 
the jaethyl irinyl ketone was usually present in higher concentration thsai 
the diaeetyl, a fact wMch iiaproved the accuracy of the determimition* 
The analysis on actual detensinations is reliable to within S per cent* 
lletl:grl vinyl ketone from 2,5-butylene glycol* 
The production of methyl vinyl ketone fro® 2,&-butylene glycol in-
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tolws tha reao-ml of th.9 eleaents of water and also a molecule of hydro­
gen# fhere are reoordieti instanese of siasiltaneous dehydration and de-
hydrogamtion of n^ich tha best knoina is tha production of butadien© froa 
ethyl alcohol. However, in the production of methyl -sdsyl katone froa 
glycol, it is n«ees8ary to rcaove the hydrogen by means of oxygen beewjse 
of the ease of reduction of xnothyl Tiayl tetens to jasthyl ethyl ketoa®. 
Kius, the process beeoEWS a reaction inwlving catalytie dehydsmtion com­
bined with oxidation rather than dehydroganation. 
Sbere is no well-4cnoim precedent for sicailtaneoug catalytic dei^dra-
tioa-oxidation reactions and the typo of catalyst to be used was not teoim# 
Bo^vsr, in a tmr attempts at preparing butadiene froa butylen© glycol, 
using primary sodiua phosphate on aebeatos as a catalyst, methyl Tiayl 
ketone had been <teteeted» In s'rary case in uhioh laethyl visyl ketone was 
produced, air Imd been introduced into the eyst^* Because of this ob-
serwtion, plKiS^mte e&talysts wero inTOstigated to a relatively greater 
extent than othei^, and various eatalyeta ^ploying combinations of de­
hydration and dehydrogeaation mteriale -ssere investigated. 
the aawjunt of settiyl vinyl ketone produced KraB determined by the 
polarographic aethod, and all yields were based on the aaount of glycol 
introduced into the vaporiear flask. The results are presented in Table 
XIII. 
TftM© XIII 
Mothyl ?iayi laton® from 2,3-Butyleno Glycol 
22.5 ; gramc of glyeol ueod in eaeb r«n 
^thod of Teap,, A'ir flew, M.V.K. 
Catalyst Proparation ®c. ain* al« per mia. 
laBgPO^CSO) Asbestos(SO) deposition 350 SO 400 0 
laSgPO^(SO) A8b08tos(SO) deposition 400 SO 400 trace 
IaH2P0^(50) A8bssto8(25) deposition 525 SO 250 0 
SaKgK)^(SO) Asbestos(25) dspositlon 400 30 m) 1.5 
SaEgP0^(5O) Asbestos(2S) doposition 4§0 SO 400 6 
MliHgP0^(54) Asbestos (18) daposition S76 20 400 trace 
S£ai2?0^(B4) A«b©8tos(18) depositieu 425 SS 250 2 
SaH2K)^(46) Asbestos(23) Cu(5) d®p, & red.®* S25 45 200 0 
HaH2K!^(4g) A8besto«(2S) Cu(5) dop, & red*®' 400 40 200 trace 
SaHgPO^dOO) AlgOgdOO) Cu0(20) paste S90 SO 0 1 
lan2K)^(50) Silica gol(25) deposition 400 35 485 3,5 
AljOgdOO) ^ (50) pasta 400 30 0 0 
AlgOg(lOO) Zii0(50) paste 4S0 SO 0 0 
AlgOjdoO) Cu0(20) deposition S80 50 100 0 
a' " - - ' 
Roduotlon of cuprie aeetat® at S<X)® C, with Hg, 
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^8 results of Table XIII indicate that th® production of i^thyl 
Tinjl ketone fro® 2,S-butyl0m glycol by catalytic dehydration eoabined 
with catalytic oxidation is very difficult, Again the chief obstacle is 
the inherent ease of fermtion of aathyl eti^i ketone froai the glycol* 
TOiil© aietl^l ethyl ketone itself produces a trace of mthyl viayl ketone 
in catalytic oxidation, most of the isethyl vinyl ketone probably arieee 
froia a^thylvinylearbinol. 
Of the catalysts ej^loyed, primary sodium {diosidiat® m.s tl» only 
fflateri&l which s^Kjued any proisise* BoTureirer, the high tei^erataire neces­
sary for the sodium phosphate to beeons® active adlitates agaiaast its use 
for the reason that considerable combustion occurs at the ele'mted temp­
eratures* Att^pts to find Bifttarials i^ch nould render the sodiuia phos-
pimte aetiire at lower teaperatures ware unsuccessful, l^hydrogenaticm 
mterlalg were added but served to increase the yields of diaoet^l rather 
tl»n methyl vi^l ketone, Bowever, the results do show that asthyl vinyl 
k&t&s0 vsry definitely was formed directly froa 2,3-butyleue glycol by a 
process saploying similtaaeous catalytic dehydration and oxidation, even 
though the yields «®rd poor# 
^tl^l vinyl ketone froa methylvinylearbinol» 
^tl^rl vinyl ketone can bs produced from aiethylvinylcarbinol ajesas 
of catalytic dahydrogenation, but the product is jsixed with jaethyl etli^l 
intone from which it is separated only with great difficulty, A much 
purer product can bs made by means of catalytic oxidation. 
fhe general topic of catalytic oxidation in the vapor phase has been 
discussed very thoroughly by Marek and Haha (1932), farious catalysts 
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are described and recoitffisiided by ths abov© authors* Piarka and Tula (1S41) 
described the preparation of aevsral catalyets for catalytic oxidations 
and generalizedQs relative degree of oxidation ability of wrious oxide 
catalysts. In addition to knowledge of the generml type of catalyst used, 
ths pats3at of Groll and deJong (19S6) Biakes clsdms for specific catalysts 
is the catalytic oxidation of various unsaturated alcohols, 
Tarious catalysts, sok© of -sdiieh had been described previously for 
catalytic oxidations, »ere investigated* The best catalysts found, how­
ever, had nemar been previously proposed for catalytic oxidation of uxtsat-
orated alcohols and •were tiiose composed of sine oxide mixed with copper 
or oxides of copper. These catalysts ware prepared by the paste isethod, 
were quit® sturdy, and retailed actirity for a long period of t3jae« 
Table XI? lists the results usi^ ths catalysts c<H!iposed of sine 
oxide mixed with copper or the oxides of copper. In addition, the re­
sults using the individual coa^nents of the catalysts are listed at the 
end of ths fable# All percentage yields are based on the aiaount of 
aet^l'Tinylearbinol introduced into the TOporiser flask, and all yields 
•mr@ determined by the polarographic Erathod# The t«aperatur«s listed in 
the Tables are temperatures of -Wte catalyst bed before intTOduetion of 
the reaction aaterials. Invariably, the tsffiaperature rose soaei^at upon 
introduction of methylvinyloarbinol and air because of the highly exo­
thermic nature of the reaction# So provision was »ade for ressDval of 
the beat of reaction in order to maintain a constant temperature. 
«• S9 • 
Table XIV 
Prod»8tion of MetJiyl ?inyl Ketone (MVK) from 
Msi^I^lYis^Ie&rbiaol Using Zlac Oxid® 
iSjced with Copper Oxide or Copper 
3S grsias of s wthylvlnyloarbinol uwid in each rvaa 
feiap*. Air flow. Ti»0 for Ktm, wm 
Gat&lyst °C. ml» par ain. laiztutds % 
CuO(22) ZnO(lOO) 390 650 60 46 
CuO(22) 2a!5D(lOO) 500 620 60 S9 
Gu0(30) 21^(100) SOO 500 60 63 
cuo(m) 2J^{100) 250 600 60 traoB 
Cu0{S05 ZisOClOO)* SOO 600 60 61 
CaG<30; aaO(lOO)» mo 300 60 62 
CuO{SO) ZnOilOQ)* 300 0 60 23 
Cu0(40) EQO(IOO) S2S 600 80 43 
G«0C40) ZwD(lQO) SOO 600 60 60 
Cu0(40) ZaO(lOG) 2S0 600 60 6 
Cu0(40) Zi^(lCXJ) 300 500 80 58 
CugOClO Zn0{lOO) 300 600 60 trac© 
eug0(i0 Z^(IGO) 250 600 60 trace 
Cugocao aiD(lOO) 400 500 60 25 
0ug0(20 gjaOUOO) sao 650 60 46 
C«20<20 ZnO<lCX)) SOO 620 60 5S 
Cu^O(SQ Zn0(lOO) 250 600 60 61 
Cu^0(20 ZnO(lOO) 250 500 85 66 
CugOC® ZaO(lOO) 250 SOO 85 61 
C«gO(3D 2flD(100) $00 600 60 50 
Gu^Q(m 2aO(lOO) 260 6(X) 60 51 
CUgO(S> 2aO(lOO) 200 600 60 5X 
Cug0(40 EBOCIOO) 260 600 60 46 
CU20(40 2130(100) 200 600 60 55 
C««-(SO) ZnD(lOO) 
— mum 
276 600 60 37 
CaO (Wir®) SOO 500 80 0 (M> (Wire) 2K> 500 80 0 
2aO 300 SOO 80 0 
EaO 2S0 500 80 0 
• Sffeot oi' 'viary'ing" qaaB^lty of air. 
* Copper aatd® previously by decoaiposiiag eopper fonaate la the presmee 
of potas8i«ffi form,te and fonaic aoid. 
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Jlie above results indicate that mathyl vinyl kretoas eaaa be prepared 
in rather high yields from asthylviityloarbinol by catalytic oxidation# 
Iha product obtained was relatively pure, and after drying OTer aahydroias 
sodium sulfate, the reaction product boiled from approximtely 77^ C» to 
82® C« and had a refractive index of about 1.407 at 23® C, Ihe boiling 
point of pure aethyl udayl ketone is 80® C., and the refractiTe index at 
20® C, is 1»40Q6» tho refractive index value indicates that the product 
was not contaminated with rasthyl ethyl Icetone to any great extent, sinoe 
^thyl ethyl testene has a refractive index of 1,3807 at 16® G, 
thi& {^sults farther indicate that there is little difference between 
cuprous oxide and euprie ©xlde for this reaction. The cuprous oxide i$ 
active at a slightly lower teapemturo# but produces yields approxiaately 
the saae as the cupric oxido. Copper itself is not quite as active as 
the oxides of copper# 
In general, with tiie various catalysts the yields increased as the 
ta:spsra.ture was reduced. Higher teaipemtures gave equally pure aatl^l 
vinyl kstone, but losses due to coiaplete cosibustion to carbon dioieide 
and rnter were considerably greater. Aljaost all the carbinol which was 
not oxidised eo^letely to cai^on dioxide and imter «nas oxidised to 
aeiihyl vinyl Itetone. 
Sie ratio of cuprous or oupric oxide to sine oxide is not critical, 
Varying the as^unts of copper oxide between 20 and 40 grams per 100 grams 
of sine oxide failed to affect the yields appreciably. However, when the 
aaount of euprous oxide was reduced to 10 grass per 100 gra®8 of zinc 
oxide, the yields were reduced practically to zero. Increased amounts of 
either cuprous or cupric oxide rendered tb® catalyst active at lower 
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teaperaturss, aad the cuprous oxide was active at a slightly lowsr temp­
erature than the eufric oxid®, 
^0 runs imrkQd in th® table by * de^nstrate that air is necessary 
for this conversion. The run saad© with 600 ml» of air per minute—or 
slightly 180re than the theoretical (juantity needed to effect th© oxidation 
—produced a yield of 61 per cent. The next run, with 3CX) ml. of air per 
minute, produced a yield of 62 per cent. This yield was produced at the 
expense of the catalyst, hoieever, and the cuprie oxide nwis reduced to th® 
cuprous state. The run laade in the absence of air produced only 25 per 
cent j^thyl vinyl ketone, again at the expense of the catalyst. Moreover, 
the «etl:yl ndnyl katone -was contaainated with met%l ethyl ketone, the 
refjpactitre index being in the neighborhood of 1,394» 
IHie runs using sine oxide and cuprie oxide alone indicate that the 
individuel ooasponents of the catalyst are not active. Only upon combining 
the zinc oxide and the copper oxide is catalytic activity shown. 
Sevemi r\m8 were made using various catalysts, most of uhich were 
prepared by the paste mthod. Sense isere variations of the cat&lysts used 
in the previous runs and others wre entirely different. The results 
follow in Table XV, 
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fabl9 X7 
ProiSaction of ^ thyl Vinyl Ketone freaa 
^thylvinylcarbiiaol Using Tarious Cfetalyats 
g6 gragg of ^ tj^lylayloarbiaol aeed in eaefa ruB 
Catalyst 
fmp«, 
Qfi v« 
Ti®e. 
min* 
Air flew, 
al* per ain* 
MVK 
% 
CuO(SO) Ca(0H)g(65) 300 76 600 28 
CuO<22) C(0»?§) Zn0{7S) 300 65 600 67 
C«0(Eg) €(0,7S) Zm(75) 300 65 600 m 
CuO(SO) BoOg(S) ZnO{lOO) 300 80 600 trace 
CuO(m) MoOg(5) ZnO(lOO) 260 60 600 trace 
Z«e<lOO) SOO 60 600 trace 
?20g®(l4) ZaQ(lOO) 300 65 600 trace 
r^o^Hu) zm(iQo) 300 65 600 trao® 
Bmss 300 60 600 trace 
® VgOg md« by iecesposing «i®oaium laetamnadat® at SCXJ® C# in th« 
prsseno© of ®.ir» 
^ Catalyst treated ^ th lag COg solution. 
fh@ catalysts ooiaposed of cupric oxide, sine oxid« and carbon acted 
•mry similarly to catalysts cojr^sed of zinc oxido and euprio oxide 
It had been noticed that there me lees SBSoks in the oxit gasses—indi­
cating less deooaposition-—toward the latter part of th© nm» ishen th« 
cuprie oxid0-Eine oxide catalysts wsrs used* It was thought that lii© 
oai^on Tsdiich dapositad on the catalyst was causing the doereaa® in do-
eoapositioa* Mdition of carbon to ttie catalyst before a run had littla 
©ffect on the yield, homivor, 
Tim ofolybdic oxide was added in tha hop© that it would act as a 
pmsmt^r for th© eupric oxid«. Actually, it inhibited the action of the 
cupric oxide* Ijblybdic oxid© is probably a poor choiee of promoter for 
th® reason that It has considerable tendency to dehydrate alcohols. 
Brass has been used by other investigators for the catalytic oxida-
* 6S 
tloja of TOrious uleohols and -wrs investigated for that reason. It shotired 
littl® eatalytic aetivity in the taraperature rang« at idiich the eupric 
oxitie-Kiac oxide eatalyats perforated jsost capably, 
WmadiiM: psntoxicie has been highly recosmended as an oxidation cata­
lyst. In the catalytic oxidation of aethylvinylcarbinol, howairer, it was 
ineffecti-ipe. Again, the tendency was totsard del^dration rather than ox-
idatio®. In order to re&ios the dehydration, the catalyst was treated 
with sodiw carbonate solution, which is steted by Taylor (1926) to be a 
dehydration inhihil^r. Yields vere not liaprowd by this treataaent. 
Mangf^ese dioxide has activity for certain catalytic oxidations, but 
prodoeed no more than trace acwsunts of methyl vinyl ketone fro® sethyliris-
ylcarbiaol under the conditions at which tiie sine oxide-copper oxide cat­
alysts were decidedly acti-?«» fhe physical characteristics of the copj«r 
oxide-zinc oxide catalysts as ^ 11 as their actiirity at low t^i^ratures 
indicate tlmt these catalysts should find increasing use for catalytic 
oxidations* 
lethyl Tinyl ketone from acetylmetiRrlcarbinol. 
A few nms were jsade in an attes^t to dehydrate acetylmethylcarbinol 
to ssethyl vinyl ketone. Sodium bisulfate has been stated to effect this 
dehydration, but no other catalyst has been reported as effsetiTS# 
fable XVI lists the runs for *diich quantitati-ra data on the yields 
of methyl vinyl fcetone -wsre secured» In addition, seireral runs «ere jwtde 
in i^i^ ®2®5 ®sployed as catalyst» No quantitative data i«ire secured, 
becausa the analytical procedure had SKst been developed as yet# In gener­
al, the nms aade using ^ gOg as catalyst produced mterlals n&ich boiled 
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ia tb« nmge of 75" C* to 85° C. but did not possess the elmr&eteristiie 
piquant odor of aeldiyl vinyl Jratone, It is now belie-red that the a»t©r» 
ial ms & miarbare i^ieh included among its oosaponents i^thyl ethyl ketone 
and diaoetyl* fh^ diaeetyl twrs produced by oxidation of the aeetylaethyl-
earbinol at the expanse of the ^ ^^6 reduced to 
Table XVI 
Sethyl Vinyl Ketone from Aeetylmetl^lcarbinol 
gr»a« of aeetylaetterlcarbinol used in each rW 
Sg m— 
Catalyst nin» per ata, ^ 
A1PO^(20) Siliea(40) Al20g(40) 350 45 0 0 
HglSS^CSO) HaHgPO^CSO) AlgOgCSO) 520 60 180 0 
WIS0^(60) AlgOg(eo) Silica(60) 315 50 160 0 
^210^(20) P(5) PtaaieeClOO) 575 46 ISO IS 
The soditaa phosphate-phosphorus-pwaiee catalyst was the only cata­
lyst ©ffeotiTe for the reaction. The sodium bisalfate showed no promise 
"shatsoever# The bisulfate was reduced to hydrogen sulfide, which could 
be detected in the exit gases by means of lead acetate paper# Rather 
copious evolution of hydrogen sulfide was obaerTed. The tungstie acid 
vrntrB also reduced, largely to the blue oxide of tungsten* Evidently 
acetyls^tl^learbinol is so easily oxidisable at 300^ C. and above that 
of the ooomon oxides used in catalysts are reduced in its presence* 
Phosphate catalysts are aost suitable from this viewpoint, and in addi­
tion the catalyst gave an encouraging yield of methyl rii^l ketone* 
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Diacatyl 
Pro duet ion of dlaeetyX froa 2^3~l>utylene glycol, 
I^hydroggaation. Upon diroet dehydrogeimtioa, 2,S-btttyl©n« glycol 
would yield diaeetyl, for soae reason^ glycols dohydrogenate with dif» 
ficalty fewwrer, aad poor yields of dikotoms are produced# SeTsreil runs 
were laade in aa, attempt to produce di&cetyl fro® 2,3-butylene glycol by 
dehydrogenatioa, but poor results were obtained. The catalysts iawetiga-
ted required high temperatures before they beeaB» active# ISieh deeompo-
sitien of glycol resulted, and raost of the starting jmterial was lost, 
fable XVII lists the runs saade with the object of direct dol^drogenatioB 
of 2,5~l3u1^l0n© glycol. All analyses of yields of diacetyl were laade ly 
the polarograj^c asathod# 
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Table X¥II 
Dehydrogenatlon of Z^S-Bu'tylon© Glyeol 
22*6 grasis of 2 ,5-butylene glycol used in each ran 
Method of Temp., tilSSf 
Catalyst Preparaticaa rain« Diacetyl % 
CUgOCgO) ZnO(lOO) paste 325 35 5 
CugOCSO) Zn0(lOO) paste 400 3S 0 
2n0 paste S2S 50 2 
1^0 paste 400 50 2 
FegOgCSO) EnO(lOO) paste 325 65 0 
FegOgCSO) Zii0(lOO) paste 400 65 0 
Cu reduction* $2S 40 0 
Ctt reduction® 400 40 0 
Ni on charcoal deposition 250 SO 0 
Hi on charcoal deposition 360 30 0 
Hi on charcoal deposition 4S0 SO 0 
Zn on charcoal deposition S2S 60 0 
Zn on charcoal deposition 400 50 0 
CuO, CeGg on charcoal deposition 500 60 0 
CuO|, GeOg on cbareoal deposition ms 60 0 
^ Reduction of C«0 wire with Hg at SSO® C. 
Direct dehydrogeiMition of 2,S-butyl«ne glycol i« aot feasible on the 
basis of these results* In soms cases metliyl etl^l ketone -was procKaoed 
in high yields# Ihis was especially true in the ease of the jaetals de­
posited on charcoal. Copper on chareoal is reputedly a dehydration cat­
alyst, and evidently other elaaents -sshioh usually act as dehydrogenaticai 
catalysts will act as dehydration catalysts -s^en placed on a carbon cararier. 
The aetallic copper ms Mthout action at 325® C, and left consider­
able undianged glycol at 400® C. The sine oxide-cuprous oxide catalyst 
produoed low boiling aateriale but only small amounts of diacetyl. Zinc 
oxide alone shoised slight actiTity, The fundaaental difficmlties seemed 
to be dehydration of the glycol in the ease of the paste catalysts, end 
decomposition and del^dration of the glycol in the case of the other 
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ostalysts# 
Cfttalytle oxidation* EasultB of runs eii5)loyi3ag catalytic oxidatioa 
rather than dahydrogoaation w©r® considerably more eneouraging# 2he cat­
alysts sMch exhibited activity T?er© actir© at considerably lower teaper-
atttres and produced higher yields in catalytic oxidation than in dehydro-
geaation reactions* There i« a possibility tliat the equilibrium is -rory 
uafa-vor«bl® to th® formation of diacetyl in the ease of catalytic dehydre-
genatioa# The e<piilibri«m would be more favorable in the ease of catalytic 
oxidation becaase of the reasoval of i^drogon after its foraation frwi the 
glycol. 
Keaults of mrious runs es^loying sine oxid© with copper oxide as 
catalysts are listed in Tablo XVIII. 
Table X¥I1I 
Catalytic Oxidation of 2,5-Butylene Glycol to Diacetyl 
Using 2inc Oxide-Copper Oxid© Catalysts 
22*5 i^rasts 2g3-bn%l9ae glycol used in each 
Matiaod of 71se, Air flow. i 
Catalyst Pre^iration rain. al« per min* Siacei^l 
CtigOClS) 2ri0(l00) past® 260 30 400 26 
CUgOClS) Za0(lOO) paste 330 80 400 29 
Cug0(20) InO(lOO) l»iste 260 SO 400 40 
Cu^QiSO) 2110(100) past© 260 50 850 57 
CUgOCSO) 2aD(lOO) jmste 300 SO 890 37 
GUgOCEO) 2nS(lOO} paste S25 SO 400 S3 
Ctig0<20) Zi^{lOO) paste S75 SO 400 18 
CugOCSO) 2nO(lOO) paste 275 45 400 34 
CUGOCSO) Znodoo) paste 360 35 400 0 
CuO(l6) ZBO(IOO) pasta 27 S 30 4S0 ss 
OuO(34) ZnO(lOO) paste 265 SO 800 17 
C«0<M) 2B0(100) paste 325 SO 800 11 
Cu0(40) ZmilQO) paste 350 20 850 IS 
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IHie <iata indicate aigain that catalysts C0zq)06©d of ainc oxide and 
oxides of copper have decided adtrantagee for the catalytic oxidation of 
alcohols. The euprouc oxide ires slightly aor© effective tlmn the caprie 
oxide ®ixd ms ®36t effective at lower temperatures# The ^ st fairerabl© 
testperature urats about 270® C, ishich is the temperature repoirtod by 
McAllister and d© Siiao (1936) as being laost fa-rorabl© for the catalytic 
oxi^tioa of S^S-botylene glycol. The patent of McAllister and de Stao 
states that higher yields of diacetyl are produced lAasn oxyg@n is added 
to the aaoimt of not »ore than one mol per two carbinol groups# ftie 
^ta in Table Xflll indicate that oxygen to the extent of only one half 
aol per two carbinol groups is as effective as one i^l of oxygen per 
two carbinol groups. Air flow of 400 ml. per minute corresponds to one 
half aol of o^qrgen par tsfo carbinol groups when the tirae for a ran is 
30 miBsites. jfce yields using 400 ml. of air per minute irare as high as 
yields obtained t#ien using 800 ml. of air per minute. 
^e pttent of McAllister and de Siao elaims that acetylaiethylcarbinol 
is also forrod in t^iis reaction. Various attompts we are jsade to isolate 
this coiapound but failed. It ajay be tliat the acetylmethylcarbinol fomed 
constant boiling mixtures with other materials present. In any case» 
distillation failed to yield any siaterlal which might indicate appre­
ciable yields of acetylmsthylcarbinol. 
Other catalysts were Investigated for the purpose of afcteuipting to 
duplicate results clained in the patent of McAllister and do Siisio and 
to find a aore efficient catalyst. The results are listed in Table XIX. 
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Table XIX 
Catalytie Oaddation of 2,3-Butyl0B« Slyeol to Diaeetyl 
22».5 g'raaas of 2,3~l)utylene glyeoi mad in Wch ' ran' 
Ifothod of imsp*. Tiae, Air flosTj Diacetyl 
Catalyst Pfeparatioa ®c. min. si* per min. % 
VgOgCU) Zii0{lOO) paste & deco®p«^ 240 50 500 10 
VgOgCU) 2nO(lOO) paste & decofflp,* 260 40 400 IS 
¥gOg(l4) 2nOClOO) paste k dseoi^»® S25 SO 450 11 
VgOg(14) Ei^ClOQ) paste & decoEsp.® 585 55 430 1 
crgOgCso) zmiim) paste S20 40 400 14 
ZnO paste 276 SO 400 16 
ZnO paste sso so 400 10 
Cu ©a carbon dep. & red.® 250 so 800 S 
G« on carbon dep« & red.^ 275 30 800 1 
C« on carbon dep. & red. SCO 50 BOO 0 
Gu on asboEtoe dep. & 525 50 400 1 
Cn on asbestos ^p, & red. S?5 30 4CX) 14 
Cu on Zn red,® & dep. 900 50 400 8.5 
Ctt on A1 dep. & red.^ 8CX) SO 400 5 
Brass turnings S80 53 420 11 
Cu reduction® SOO SO 800 14 
Cu reduction 550 SO 500 6.5 
Cu reduction' 4<X) SO 800 trace 
Cu reduction 800 30 400 15.5 
Cu redaction SSO SO 400 14 
BseoBpositiOB of ftOTBoniuro meta-ssiatdftte nt 300® C« in presence of ftir. 
° Depositioa of euprie acetate by ©mporation of a ouprie ftoetat© solution 
fdlioisad by reduetion. 
® Zice psllsts added to cuprie acetate solutlGEj sine displaced copper 
from, solution and the surface of the eino mts partially coated with 
copper. 
Aluainm pellets isere ground with cupri© acetate, Tidiic^ coated the pel-
letsi the cupric acetate ms then reduced with hydrogen at SOO® C. 
® Copper ia wire form ms coated with eupric acetate, which ms subse­
quently recced with hydrogen at 300° C, 
^ Copper tuminge coated with OuCon)^ which isas subsequently reduced with 
hydrogen at SOO® C, 
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Yialds elaiawd bj McAllister eind de Siiao (1936) urere somewhat higher 
th«B re&lieed in this inwstigatiouL, For the copper catalyst idiioh nme 
mde by ths rsduetion of oupric oxide wire they claiawd yields of about 
45 per oent diaeetyl aad $8 per cent diiae'ttiiyl ketol, or aeetylaathyleer-
binol# th® eoppar catalysts used in this investigation produced yields 
no higher tlwn 16 per cent, end no acetylmethylcarbinol was detected* The 
sine oxide-iruprouB oxida catalyst approached the copper catalyst used by 
McAllister and de Simo as regards yields of diacetyl, bat yields of aeotyl-
ffiet%-lcsi%lnol 'saare not appreciable* 
Tlie TOriouB copper catalysts :^re prepared in order to attempt to 
find a catalyst as active as McAllister and de Simo's matarial* In spite 
of the different isethods of preparation and in spite of the ase of 
different carriers, the copper catalysts used in this inwstigation wore 
not especially actiTS. Furthers©ra, the patent elairas that brass turnings 
are eff@ctii>« for the catalytic oxidation of polyhydrie alcoholsi, but the 
brass turnings used in this investigation produced yields of only 11 per 
cent of theory. On the basis of data inclwded in Tables X7III and XIX, 
th® sine ©xide-eepper oxide catalysts are the most effectivs for the cat­
alytic oxidation of 2^3-butylene glycol to diacetyl# 
Macetyl in resins t 
fhe possibility of utilising diacetyl in synthetic resins ms in­
vestigated in a few esqploratory e^^eriiasnts* Diacetyl was lai^rad with 
glyoxal (40 per cent solution) in equiaolar quantities, end the pH v&s 
adjusted to 8#0 by ssans of sodixm carbonate. The mixture vas stirred 
vigorously and the tejaperature rose spontaneously to 56° C. After a time 
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tfe® mixture b©e«ua© hostogeaeous ajid •m.s set ftsid© for 24 hours. eon-
densa.tios product ms extracted froBs mter by means of ether, •sirhlch ms 
sybssquently remold by distillation, fh® residue in the digtillation 
flask ms very ^ geous. It was placed in an oven at 100° C» for 40 hoars 
after isiiich it had beeoHio solid and somewhat dark colored, although it 
had not carboniged# The solid "sas sol«Me in alcohol, producing e solu­
tion *(i^ich ms soiae^iat like mniish. Upon, spreading the solatioa over 
a surfta.ce and allowing to dry, a glossy coating ms pro(Suc©d. fhe mtar-
ial ma soi^wimt soluble in "water, howavor, and as such would aot be 
suitable for varnish# Horn-aver, sstsrification of th® alcohol groups, 
present after ooadansatien of the dialdahyde with th® difcetoae, by such 
agents as phthalic aBhydrids wemld reduce tho solubility and jaight yield 
a sabsteaes laoro saitabls as a varaish. The isaterial without jaodification 
ms quits stable to heating and cstintained a hard coating on setal heated 
to a teiapsratare of no® C. 
The possibility of condensing formaldehyde with diaostyl -ssas aleo 
investigated* fso hundred tarenty five ml. of 40 psr cent foraalciehyde 
(2 sols) ms Mxed with 86 graaia (1 aol) of diaoei^d, and the 0 -ms ad­
justed to 8»0 by Kis&ns of sodium carbonate, Th© condensation ms so rapid 
that the teaporature rose to approxinately 75'® C. in spite of cooling the 
reaction flask with li-ater, and a sma.ll a^unt of acid was added to de­
crease the rate of condensation. The siixture was allowsd to stand over­
night, and on the folloising day •was extracted with ether. Keraoval of the 
ether left a viscous liquid. The liquid decoisposed en maintaining at a 
tes^ereture of 100® C, However, esterification of the aleoholie hydroxyl 
group® with phthalio anhydride produced a seBd-solii product# 
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Metljyl Aorylat® 
Methyl lactate to aetl^l aearylate polgaer* 
in attmpt urns raada to prepare ssethyl acrylato from meth;*;! lactate 
using a Tariatloja of the method iifcich involves pyrolysis of the acetats 
of methyl lactate. In this work, the possibilitj' of utilizing phosgene 
rather than aestie acid as the estarifying agent ms invejstigatsd* "^ile 
ths results inTolving pyrolyeis of the carbonate of 2,S-butylena glycol 
had Bot offerod any sncouragetnent it was considered tlmt the difficulty 
in that particulsr pyrtslysis was due to the faet that tho glycol had formed 
a cyclic earhoKata Tshich was vary stable to heatixsg* Methyl laetata, on 
the othsr hand, could fom no such cyclic carbonate and the carboaata of 
aethyl laotat® i¥o«ld probably be less stable to heat, 
fs?esty fiva gram of metl^l lactate was ®ixed -^sith an equal -wsight 
of phosgeae and ms placed in a dary ice bath overnight. So reaction occur­
red, The flask attached to a reflux oondenaer mintained at -8° G, 
and th@ eoatents '«®ra heated to about 30° C» Bioegsns not condensed in 
ths r(?flax eondsaser ms caught in a dry ice trap and returned to the 
raseticn flask through a dropping funnel. Reaction took place at 30° C, 
and hydrogen chloride was evolved. The reaction udxture was mintained at 
SO® C, for several hours and was than heated to 100® C, for one hour, ¥ery 
copious evolution of hydrogen chloride was observed during the latter per­
iod, Instillation yielded products boiling froa 70^ C, to 215° C, without 
any constant boiling point but with very definite assurance tlmt rettction 
had taken place, A saall residue which failed to distill tamed solid 
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upon cooling to room. tejaper®tuPB« 
A eeunter-ourract, phosgene-methyl lactate nm was lead© to determine 
if the HioHOissrio methyl acrylate oould be isolated. The apparatus which 
had been usad for the production of butylene glycol carbonate ms also 
used for this mm* The tesi^raturo me aaiatainsd at 70® C», tha gaseous 
phosgene flow mts saintained at 200 ml» per hour and the asthyl lactate 
flo®-ms saiatainsd at 47.5 asl. per tour. 
Tho product at the bottom of th© furnace was colored a slightly 
brownish yellow, fh© product ms refluxed for oight hours at 100° C* 
The gasss svolved wre bubbled through sodium hydroxide solution from 
which carbonatos had b«en r&mved by addition of barium %droxide» C^s 
tsas evolTOd at 100® C» ecntinuQusly,, and a precipitates foriaed ia th© 
sodiu© hydroxide solution. The precipitate ms bariuia carbosate and upon 
traatlag the precipitate with aoid* carbon dioxide was ewlved. 
product was tlmn heated to ISO® C. under total reflux for 20 
hours. At th© end of this tiiae, the adxtur© wa« subjected to distilla­
tion, aad again ths mtsrial distilled over a wide mnge. fl\& residue ms 
*®ry viscous, soBiowhat darkened, and could not be distilled, it is thought 
tliat this iBftterial was a methyl acrylate polymor. The yield of -yiis mtex^ 
ial ms 40 per cant of theoirstical. 
Attempts to prepare jaonoaeric saetiQrl acrylate were unsucoessftil, 
lijrijig the long heating periods, the monomer evidently polyisieriaed. flie 
esctreaiely noxious "sapors arising during the heating period imde direct 
distillatioii without preTioue heating soiae^i^at difficult. However, a dis­
tillation mde iJ3Biediately after the counter-current reaction failed to 
yield methyl acrylate, and the sjaterial boiled continuously through a range 
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of ftlTOSt ISO® C# Eodistillation of ttiis saaterial left a residue which 
could not ba distilled. Very probably this roaidue again ws laethyl acry-
lats polymer, i^xch had preTiously distilled as jaonoa®3rie methyl acrylate 
at a tsaparature above that at which it ncriBally distills because it had 
been tormd from the ehloroearbonate at a temperature higher than its nor-
iM.1 boiling point» 
The polymer had some rather interesting properties, Proliiaijaary teste 
indieated t^t it oo\ild be used as a baked euaiftel type resin* It isas very 
adhesiTs and joined paper to i»per vmry strongly end also acted as a biad-
in^ agent for glass to glass* It had the disadvantage of becoming quit# 
fluid at rolati^ly low twsperaturea* Bowver, hardssss eould b® is^ro^fed 
by addition of a saall percentage of allyl acrylate, a procedure iiMoh is 
fairly co^on practice, fh© resin ms iis^rvious to water but was soluble 
in aloohol. 
SXSCUSSIOH 
Butadiene 
Hie possibility of direct dehydration of 2,5-butylen0 glycol to buta­
diene is seriously questioned on the basis of the experimants made daring 
this inwstigation, Ihe first obstacle is the ready-fora^tion of sst^l 
ethyl ketone^ probably by ketonisation of an enol fom* Onoe ©ethyl ethyl 
ketone has been foraed, there is little possibility of dimctly prodaeing 
butadiene frosa that particular njolecule. Ihilo ujethyl ethyl ketone has 
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been used as a sourc© of butadiene» the reactions involved are so maerous 
that th® process loses practicability. 
Ihe second obstacle is Bu i^tested by the reported difficulty of dehy­
drating \insatarated alcohols, such as methyl•vinylearbinol. This cojEpotmd 
is very probably aa inter^diate in the forjsation of but8diene-l,S from 
g,S-b«%lene glycol, and Aimoulin (1826) stated that butadiene yields of 
only SB per eent ware produced by direct dehydration of ®othylvinylear-
binol, and ti^ reaction ms further cosiplieated by rearrangeiaent of the 
moleeule# A few runs iisere made in order to check this statement and buta­
diene yields of about SO per cent were realized. So it seems that a com­
bination of eircuffistances renders the direct dehydration of £,S-butyles® 
glycol to butadiem-1,3 very difficult. 
fhe indirect dehydration of 2,5-butylene glycol using tiie carbonate 
or the sfflnoffieti^l deri^atiw of t)» glycol was not eneouraging. However, 
the production of the carbonate by the counter-current ssethod may have 
considerable interest, Ihe carbonate, whit^ could be Esade quite cheaply, 
might find eonsiderable application as a plasticiser for mrious resins, 
including nitrocellulose and cellulose acetate* Bie eoai|>ound is high 
boiling, insoluble in mter, very stable to light and heat, very faint in 
odor, colorless, and a good solvent for nitrocellulose and cellulose ace­
tate, oharaeteristies which are ideal for plasticisers. In addition, 
earbonates in genei^ are less readily hydrolysed than the ordinary li^pe 
of ester, such as phthslate and acetate esters, both of ijhieh are used ex— 
tensi-ffely as plasticieers. In this connection, the reaction product of 
glycerol and ^ osgene laight be eiren aosre fa-rorable, since it would probably 
be higher boilir^ than the glycol carbonate. 
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Methyl Vinyl Ketox» 
©le polarograj^iie aethod of smalyeis described in tMe inirestigatioa 
•would be applioable in tto amlysia of mny eosiplex mixtures ^ t in eata-
lytie oxidation rsactioas. In ]^rticular, unsaturated aldehydes and ko­
tows eould be readily determined in the presence of the corresiKsndisg 
saturated coi^unda# Very possibly such mixtures might be analysed also 
by sp0etro|d«staBietric laethods, but it is doubtftil if the acoumcy and ease 
of Bueh a aethod would be eoi^ajraible to the polarogr&phie ffl®thod» 
The produotioa of aiethyl vinyl ketone ms Tsry eneoumging when using 
methylTiE^learbinol as a starting mterial. The fact tlait yields of 60 
per cent and aboTre isere realised in spite of inability to rffiao'sr® tl® heat 
of reaction suggests that the yields sight be exeellcmt when industrial 
catalytic Tspor phase oxidation apparatus» which is constructed so that 
a given temperature can be maintained, is used. The cupric oxide-sinc 
oxide catalyst is evidently an excellent one for this reaction* It was 
effectiTs at a temperature of only 250° C» -which is eoasidembly lower 
than the temperature suggested by Groll and deJong (19S6) for their cop­
per catalyst* It is considered that catalysts which are effecti-ve at 
lower tsiaper&turea would give rise to less eos^ustion to carbon dioxide 
and water and hence isould prodvjce higher yields of asathyl "sii^l ketone. 
Moreover, the sine oxide-cupric oxide catalyst is Tory easily prepared 
and could be regenerated easily by swrely powdering tte catalyst, igniting 
to rerao-TO carbon, and reforming into proper shape by the "paste" mei^od# 
Ho-^ver, it does Imve the disad'^antage that the oxides are not good con-
duetors of heat, and the problem of maintaining a given teiaperature in an 
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indMstrial process would be laore difficult than is the case with mstallio 
eatalystg, sueh as copper or silver. 
Ths escperimants OE the production of LAETIIGRL VIB^l ketone from acetyl-
^thylc&rbinol and from 2j,S-bui^l0ne glycol were not too successful. a>w^ 
ererj in the case of aeetylia©t%learbinol, it is of interest to note the 
©xtreae ease of oxidation of tlio coi^xmd at high temperatures. This ob­
servation should merit the attention of future -workers iriio my attesapt the 
dehydration# catalysts eomonly used in dehydrations are reduced by 
acetylaeldbylcarbinol at high temperature, and the choice of catalysts will 
be limited because of this fact. It is felt that the phosphate catalysts 
deserve aore attention, should acetylaethyloarbinol becojae amilable in 
larger quantity. 
Diaceiyl 
fhm produetion of diaoetyl by catalytic oxidtetion of 2,S-butylene 
glyeol ®ay be of interest s^uld diaoetyl find raor© extensive use. The 
yield® produced in this investigation isere only 40 per cent of theoretical 
on a single pass* Uie patent claiisB of McAllister and de Si»K> (1936) are 
approxiaately the sajse, but the patent in addition claias that acetylmeth-
ylearbiJKJl is produced along with the diaoetyl and in approxiaately equal 
asioxmts. Riis claim, if confirmed, would indicate a eheap source of di-
acetyl, since acetjrljsethylcarbinol can be converted to diacetyl quite 
readily* One adght have difficulty in purifyitig the product, since diace-
tyl foras constant boiling aixtures with ®ost of the eoa®on organic sol­
vents, but the actual production oould probably be improved, tmtil excel­
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lent yields «er« obtai»94» 
Ttm wsins pKJdueed using condensation products of diacetyl and al-
dehydes i^uld ba vBry interesting from a ehe)mieal viewpoint, although 
cosgaereiftlly they aight sot be feaeibl® at this ti£^« Hie resins of dial-
d<^yd©8 and diacetyl tsould contain two hydirtjj^ gn>«ps and two keto groups 
tor each mleeule of diacetyl and dialdehyde condensed, the possibilities 
of fflodifieatlon of this resin would be tremendous. Either by osterifiea-
tioR of tho hydroasyl groups or by conversion of the keto groups, one jaight 
produce mktt^ interesting and ueefttl resins* 
Acrylates 
fh© conwrsioa of aethyl lactate to a polyssr of methyl eerylate by 
use of phosgene deserves f\»rther investigation, !Ehe use of phosgene for 
ai^ ch^aical maetion has eoae very obvious disadvantages, first, the 
toxic i»ture of phosgene, and secondly, the loss of phosgene as reaction 
pi^duets. j&nother disadvantage is th© inability to obtain ths monomer so 
that th® eontrol of polymerization is iwt as coi^lete as desirable# How­
ever, this disadvantage laight be overooisB. On the other hand, th® use of 
phosgene 1ms certain advantages over the rosthod employii^ isethylflf^eetoxy-
propioimte. The pyrolysis products, n4ien phosgene is used, are hydrogen 
chloride and earbon dioxide, neither of mhich is corrosive at high tes^ 
erature, if dry. This is in contrast to the pyrolysis of acetoxypropionate 
which gives rise to acetie acid, wfhich is highly corrosive at high temp­
eratures, ^reover, the teaperature of pyrolysis is evidently such lower 
^en phosgene is used. 
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Another possibl® eyntiwsifi of acjylie acid and its deriiratl-7Qs is 
saggested by th® success sRcouatered in the catalytic oxidation of aethyl-
vii^lcarbinol. By catalytic oxidation of allyl alcohol, a ^ emical wiiich 
pro^bly will b6 r^latiyely isexpsnsiv©, acrolein and/or aerylie acid 
should be produced. Very possibly acrylic acid might be prepared ch^ply 
enough by this process to eoiapet© with acrylic acid sBds by custonsary 
methods* 
Fu'tar© OtillaatioB of Fonaent&tion Products in Blastoj^ns and Plasties 
It is difficult to predict tha fuiwre of feraientatios products in 
th© slestc®®r iackstry. unoortainty regarding the position of the 
elastomer industry itself after the imr renders ths position of the sources 
of raw materiels for that industry uncertain. Howe-ror, ther® is ev®ry 
reason to feel ti&t the alcohol industry will supply a generous portion 
of th© raw mterial for butadiene at the close of the mr. Jhe abili^' 
of th© butylene glycol diacetate process for preparing butadiene to crao-
pet© with the alcohol process is questionable. 
Lactic aeid «ill very probably enter into the elastosaer and resins 
field sore extensi-raly# Its conversion to aorylates has been thoroughly 
investigated# and it has beeai used to aodify glyptal type resljM, in which 
case it ©atorlfies th© polyhydric aleohol without changing the number of 
l^dro^l groups present. 
Butyric acid has been used extensiTrely in cellulose acetate butyrate 
plastics, idiich are displacing cellulose acetate plasties in aany instances, 
fetoubtedly with increased deisands, the fermentation industry will exploit 
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the butyric acid fementation. 
The polyriEyl butyrals, used in safety glass and as a bonding resin, 
m.y utilize another femsntation product, buiyl alcohol* The butyl alco­
hol from the butyl-aestonic fer®®nt&tion could be con"sfert®d to butyralde-
kys^ quit® readily, and subsequent reaction isfith polyvinyl alcohol would 
yield the mluable polyvinyl butyral. In addition butyl alcohol is used 
extensi-?ely in the production of various bu-tyl esters, including the 
phthalate and citrate esters, which are aaong tl» leading plastieiaera# 
In ihe alkyd type resins, fermentation proAiets should find a con­
siderable outlet. Polyhydric alcohole are not produced by fermentations 
to ai^ great extent, although the glycerol fomentation has been studied 
extensively^ On the other Imnd, citric aeid with three carboxylic groups 
ia an i^sortaat fermentation product. This acid ehould b© capable of 
forming three dimensional polymers mth glycols, such as 2,3-butylene gly­
col, C» Pfi*or and CoE^any now sella fvomric acid "isithin th& price rat^e 
necessary for a raw material for synthetic resins, and this unsaturated 
acid would produce three dimensional polymers Mth polyfunctioml alcohols. 
Wasticizars for synthetic rubber and resins B»y also prove to be an 
outlet for feraeantation products. C, Pfizer and Corapai^ already adver­
tises various citrates for use as plasticisers* It is felt timt the car­
bonate of 2,3-butylene glycol might find application as a new plasticiaer, 
perhaps for use with Buna H rubber -which eir^iloys considerable quantities 
of plastieisers of the ester type. 
With the great demand for the a»any and i^ried types of compounds used 
in elftstoxKJrs and resins, the fermentation industry id 11 undoubtedly con­
tinue to contribute chemicals needed in that field. Sfore extensi^/e re-
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se&rch leading to tl»» production of chestioals useful in eXastesaer asd 
resins field is neeessary, if the use of fementation products in this 
rapidly growing Industry is to be expanded. 
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SUMARY MD CONCLUSION 
1» Th& direet dehydration of 2,3-butyl©n0 glycol to bu^dleae has been 
found to be rery difficult, and yields of only 10 per cent or loieer Mve 
boon obtainod# 
Z« tha indirect dehydration of 2,3-biatylens glycol inrolTing th» py-
rolysis of the imJEsomsthyl derivatiTO and the ianor carbonat® of 2,3-
butyleae glycol has proven uneuocossfitl. Ih® production of tha carbonate 
usijag tte <»)uater-carreRt principle ^ th phosgsn© haa boon «ho®n to bo 
entirely practical, and utilization of the carbonate as a new plasticiser 
has been suggested# 
3» the polarogr&phic jaethod of analysis of metl^l riiiyl ketom and 
diacetyl in laixtures has been developed and shoTsn to be a very qulekj, ao-
ourat© ael^od of aralysis. 
4« Methyl Tiayl ketoae has been produced in yields of 65 per cent of 
theoretical by catalytic oxidation of aetb^lv^inylcarbiaol, end a aerar eat-
alyst for catalytic oxidationa, cupric oxide on tino oxide, has beea d«» 
•^raloped. 2,S-Butylese glycol has been comrerted to setiyl Trinyl ketone, 
but poor yields were realized, Aootyliaotl^lcarbinol has sdso be«ai con­
verted to ^ thyl vinyl ketone in rather poor yield. Attention has beaa 
c&llod to the Marked reducing ability of acetylawthylearbinol at high 
temperature, and its consequent action on mazy of the usual dehydration 
eatalysts including Wg, BaESO^» 
5» Diacetyl hae beaen prepared by the catalytic oxidation of 2,S-
butylene glycol in yields of 40 per cent. 331acetyl «as used along with 
- 83 -
gl^xel in the forraation of a cond^nsfttion type poly!a0r eontaisiliig hydroxyl 
groupa ana eftrbonyl groups. Various ways in i^ich this polyser t»uld be 
edified haw beea auggested, 
6» l®thyl laeta.t« Ites been oonvarted to a poljmer of methyl aerylat® 
by tha action of phosgea® and heat, ®i© isBehasisffl of this reaetion has 
been diseussed* 
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